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Chapter XI:  Overpayments and Underpayments 
 

Advocates often assist recipients with overpayment1 and underpayment issues.  Since 

grant computations are complex and agency error rates high, recipients often receive the 

incorrect amount of aid.  Underpayments occur when a person does not receive the benefits for 

which she was eligible.2  Overpayments occur when aid is paid, but the family does not meet all 

the eligibility requirements and receives more benefits than it was eligible to receive.3 

A. Underpayments. 

Underpayments occur when a recipient did not receive a payment for which she was 

eligible or received less than the amount for which she was eligible.4  Underpayments may be 

subject to adjustment by balancing against overpayments,5 a payment of retroactive aid, or both.6  

For purposes of determining continuing eligibility and amount of assistance, retroactive 

payments for underpayments are not considered income or a resource in the month in which they 

are received or in the following month.7 

The county is required to review and correct any underpayments as soon as possible and 

no later than the following deadlines: 

                                                 
1 In 1991, Benchmark Institute and the Western Center on Law & Poverty jointly 

published Public Assistance Overpayments and Welfare Fraud:  An Advocate's Manual.  With 
the passage of time, this manual has become badly outdated.  If advocates use this manual at all, 
they should do so only to begin researching a particular topic. 

2 WIC § 11004(k); MPP §§ 44-340.12, 44-340.32(QR). 
3 WIC § 11004.1(b); MPP § 44-350.15. 
4 WIC § 11004(k); MPP §§ 44-340.12, 44-340.32(QR).  However, there is no 

underpayment when the actual income received is less than what was reasonably anticipated 
during the payment quarter and the recipient did not voluntarily report the decrease in income 
during the payment quarter.  WIC § 11004.1(c); MPP § 44-340.33(QR).  See Chapter IX for 
more information on quarterly reporting. 

5 WIC § 11004(k); MPP § 44-340.42. 
6 WIC § 11004(k), MPP § 44-340.41. 
7 WIC § 11004(k); MPP § 44-340.6. 
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1. the date of the next annual redetermination or the date of termination of benefits, 

whichever is earlier, for current recipients; 

2. 60 days from the date aid is granted for reapplications and requests for 

restoration of aid; and 

3. within 60 days of a  request for review in all other cases.8 

There is no time limit for reimbursing families for CalWORKs underpayments, even 

though the family may no longer be receiving aid.9 

 

EXAMPLE 

John gets CalWORKs for 3 children.  In May, June and July the worker 
counted his $500 check from the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) as income and cut his grant accordingly.  Since disaster payments 
are exempt from consideration as income (MPP § 44-111.61i), John has been 
underpaid and the county must pay him back. 

 

It is also considered an underpayment if a family improperly received income, had it 

counted against their CalWORKs, and then had to repay that income.  Consider, for example, the 

situation of a family who received unemployment insurance benefits (UI) and their CalWORKs 

grant was cut due to the UI income.10  If  the UI benefits were later found to have been wrongly 

issued and the family had to repay it, then the county should find that the amount of the 

reduction in  the CalWORKs grant was an underpayment.  As a practical matter, unless the 

recipient goes back with the UI records and asks that she be repaid, this will not happen. 

                                                 
8 MPP §§ 44-340.2 - .142. 
9 MPP § 44-350.141(c) (handbook); ACL No. 85-49; Edwards v. McMahon, No. 

579067-0 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Alameda County, March 6, 1985).  A related federal case, Edwards v. 
McMahon, 834 F.2d 796 (9th Cir. 1987), subsequently held that the state has a duty to correct all 
underpayments without exception and, thus, this duty includes reimbursing former AFDC 
recipients for underpayments incurred while on aid. 

10 See Chapter III for how to calculate the grant amount for a family with UI 
income. 
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B. Overpayments. 

An overpayment occurs when a recipient is paid more aid than she is entitled to receive.11  

Counties must calculate the amount of the overpayment and provide adequate notice of the 

overpayment.12  The overpayment may be either part or all or a portion of the grant payment.13 

1. Types of Overpayments. 

There are several types of CalWORKs overpayments.  It is important to distinguish 

between the different types for purposes of overpayment calculation and recoupment. 

a. Agency Error Overpayments. 

An agency error or administrative error overpayment is one due to county error.14  In 

these cases, the family gave the county all relevant information, and the county made a mistake 

                                                 
11 WIC §§ 11004, 11004.1(b); MPP § 44-350.15.  However, there is no 

overpayment based on the difference between the amount of income the county reasonably 
anticipated the recipient would receive during the quarterly reporting period and the higher 
income the recipient actually received during that period, provided the recipient’s report was 
complete and accurate and the actual income did not exceed the income reporting threshold 
(IRT).  WIC § 11004.1(b); MPP § 44-350.18(QR).  See Chapter IX for more on quarterly 
reporting. 

When there has been a change in law or regulation, a recipient's entitlement to receive aid 
is measured from the effective date for implementation of the new state law or regulation and not 
the date that the recipient actually receives timely and adequate notice of the resulting change in 
the grant.  Rosas v. McMahon, 945 F.2d 1469, 1474 (9th Cir. 1991).  This can result in large 
overpayments.  However, advocates have enjoyed some success in arguing that counties should 
be equitably estopped from applying the earlier date of eligibility for aid when they fail to give 
timely notice of the change in the grant and the recipient suffers some harm.  See Section B.2.d. 
in this chapter for more on equitable estoppel. 

12 MPP §§ 44-352.112, 44-352.12, 22-071.12, 22-071.14.  In Los Angeles County, 
the Treasurer Tax Collector, a department that collects benefits overpayments on behalf of the 
county, is sending out notices of overpayments that often cannot be supported.  Individuals who 
take these alleged overpayments to hearing often win because the county does not have proof of 
the alleged overpayment.  Contact Western Center if you are seeing this issue in your county. 

13 MPP § 44-350.15. 
14 MPP § 44-350.2(b). 
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in calculating the grant.15  These overpayments are recouped by withholding 5% of the 

maximum aid payment (MAP) for the assistance unit’s size each month until the overpayment is 

repaid.16 

b. Good Faith Excess Property Overpayments. 

An overpayment due to excess property occurs when  the family accepted the 

CalWORKs payment "in good faith."17  In these cases the family must have reported the excess 

property, if it had knowledge of it, and must have thought they were eligible for CalWORKs.18  

If the overpayment was received "in good faith,"  then the overpayment amount is the lesser of 

the excess property or the amount of aid paid.19  This means a family whose resources slipped 

over the $2,000 resource limit20 due to fluctuations in value, will not be stuck with huge 

overpayments of all aid paid, but rather the overpayment will be the property’s value is above 

$2,000.21  These overpayments are recouped by withholding 10% of the MAP for the assistance 

unit’s size each month until the overpayment is repaid.22 

c. “Failure to Report” Overpayments. 

CalWORKs families’ failures to report income, resources, or other circumstances 

(including, for example, parents in the home or children leaving the home, result in 

                                                 
15 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-350.2(b). 
16 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.421(a). 
17 WIC § 11020(c); MPP § 44-352.112(d)-(f). 
18 MPP § 44-352.112(d). 
19 MPP § 44-352.112(e).  See also Handbook example at MPP § 44-352.112(e)(1) 

concerning proper calculation of overpayments where fluctuations in price of stock caused the 
combined value of recipient’s property to go above and below $2,000 from month to month. 

20 WIC § 11155; MPP § 42-207.  Households with a person who is disabled or at 
least 60 years or older can have up to $3,000 in countable resources.  MPP §§ 42-207, 63-11-1.1. 

21 See Chapter III for more on resource limits. 
22 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.422. 
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overpayments).23  These are recouped at 10% per month.24  In addition, overpayments that are 

determined to be caused by an applicant's or recipient's failure to report information shall be 

referred to the Special Investigations Unit (SIU) for further investigation, which can lead to 

criminal prosecution.25 

d. Aid Paid Pending Overpayments. 

Families who appeal the termination or reduction in aid before the effective date of the 

termination or reduction can request that their aid continue until a hearing decision is rendered.26  

If the family subsequently loses their appeal, the aid paid pending the hearing is an 

overpayment.27  Although this is not a "willful" overpayment, it is recouped by withholding 10% 

of the MAP for the assistance unit.28 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Some families prefer to request a hearing and have an aid paid pending 
overpayment, rather than face a sharp reduction in their CalWORKs grant for 
a particular month.  Advocates should advise families of the potential 
consequences of overpayment and repayment. 

 

2. Non-Collectable Overpayments. 

In a few special circumstances families are not charged with overpayments. 

                                                 
23 MPP § 44-352.52. 
24 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.422. 
25 MPP § 44-352.511.  Depending upon the seriousness of the offense, false 

representations, made willfully and knowingly, can be punishable as either a felony or a 
misdemeanor with both fine and imprisonment up to three years.  WIC §§ 10980, 11482, 11483.  
See Chapter XII for a discussion of fraud issues. 

26 MPP §§ 44-350.15, 44-350.4, 22-072.5.  See Chapter XIII for more on aid paid 
pending and state hearings. 

27 WIC §§ 11004, 11004.1(b); MPP §§ 44-350.15, 44-350.4. 
28 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.422. 
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a. Technical Conditions of Eligibility. 

There is no overpayment when county error causes a family to fail to perform an act that 

constitutes a condition of eligibility,29 if  the amount of aid would have been the same had the act 

been performed.30  This typically occurs when a family fails to provide verifications because the 

county has failed to inform the family of the requirement. 

b. Court Cases. 

The second category involves changes in regulations due to court cases.  For example, 

under Rutan v McMahon, involving lump sum income, families that did not have prior notice of 

the former lump sum rule were not subject to recoupment of any or part of an overpayment 

stemming from receipt of the lump sum.31 

c. Non-fraudulent Overpayments Less Than $35. 

A non-fraudulent overpayment of $35 or less is not collected if the family is no longer on 

aid.32  A non-fraudulent overpayment of more than $35 is not collected if the family is no longer 

on aid and the costs of pursuing collection exceed the amount to be recovered.33 

d. Overpayments Barred By the Doctrine of Equitable Estoppel. 

When an overpayment is caused by county error, Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) 

have  the power to stop its collection under the doctrine of equitable estoppel.34  There are four 

elements that must be met to establish an equitable estoppel: 

                                                 
29 WIC § 11004(d); MPP § 44-350.151. 
30 MPP § 44-350.151(c). 
31 Rutan v McMahon, No. 612542-4 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Alameda County, Aug. 20, 1996) 

(preliminary injunction) (attached to ACL 86-84); ACL 86-84, ACL 86-90, ACL 88-76.  Since 
November of 1997, the lump sum rule is no longer in effect. 

32 WIC § 11004(g); MPP §§ 44-350.161, 44-352.212, 44-352.22. 
33 WIC § 11004(g); MPP §§ 44-350.161, 44-352.212, 44-352.22. 
34 The leading cases are Lentz v. McMahon, 49 Cal. 3d 393 (1989); City of Long 

Beach v. Mansell, 3 Cal. 3d 462 (1970); Driscoll v. City of Los Angeles, 67 Cal.2d 297 (1967); 
and Canfield v. Prod, 67 Cal.App. 3d 722 (1977).  More examples include Hair v. State of 
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1. the party to be estopped (county department) must be apprised of the facts; 

2. the county must intend that the claimant rely upon its conduct or advice; 

3. the claimant must be ignorant of the true state of facts; and 

4. the claimant must rely upon the conduct to her/his injury or detriment. 

In addition, ALJs balance the following factors against one another to decide if estoppel 

will be applied to bar collection of the alleged overpayment:  1) the degree of county 

negligence;35 2) whether granting estoppel would nullify a strong public policy;36 and 3) the 

nature of the detriment and hardship to the claimant. 

The ALJs will go through each of the estoppel elements in sequence to ensure all the 

elements are met.37  The element that most often is a stumbling block is the element of injury. 

In determining whether there is injury sufficient to satisfy the fourth element, the courts 

have looked to whether there is detrimental reliance.  "The concept of injury is equated with any 

prejudicial change of position."38  Courts have found injury in the following situations: 

1. Where a plaintiff has lost benefits to which she otherwise would have been 

entitled;39 

2. Where a plaintiff, in reliance on the government's action, made expenditures of 

funds that would not otherwise have been made;40 

                                                                                                                                                       
California, 2 Cal.App.4th 321, 328 (1991); and In re Marriage of Thompson, 41 Cal.App.4th 
1049, 1061 (1996).  A useful case from outside California is Kramarevcky v. Dept. of Social & 
Health Services, 838 P.2d 535 (Wash. 1993). 

35 See, e.g., Canfield v. Prod, 67 Cal.App.3d at 732; Berlin v. McMahon, 26 
Cal.App.4th 66, 75 (1994). 

36 See, e.g., Lentz v. McMahon, 49 Cal.3d at 399; Adams v. County of Sacramento, 
235 Cal.App.3d 872, 883 (1991). 

37 County of San Diego v. Cal. Water Co., 30 Cal.2d 817, 829-30 (1947). 
38 Citizens Suburban Co. v. Rosemont Dev. Co., 244 Cal.App.2d 666, 679 (1966). 
39 For example, a claimant might have relied on the CalWORKs grant and therefore 

foregone General Assistance benefits. 
40 See, e.g., Christopherson v. McMahon, (unpublished Court of Appeal opinion 

available from Western Center); City of Long Beach v. Mansell, 3 Cal.3d at 499-500; Fullerton 
Union High Sch.Dist. v. Riles, 139 Cal.App.3d 369, 378-384 (1983). 
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3. Where a plaintiff could have taken steps to avoid or mitigate the injury had she 

been advised of the true state of affairs;41 

4. Where a plaintiff would be injured by the undue hardship of repayment of funds 

or overpayment collection.42 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

In addition to stopping overpayment collections, this doctrine can be used in 
other situations to establish eligibility.  For instance, it has been used in 
foster care cases to set an earlier beginning date of aid where a county’s  
negligence led to delay in establishing foster care.43 

 

e. Laches. 

The defense of laches is derived from the maxim that “[t]he law helps the vigilant, before 

those who sleep on their rights.”44  In practice, laches is defined as an unreasonable delay in 

asserting an equitable right, causing prejudice to the other party.45  Laches applies to bar 

collection of an overpayment if there was unreasonable delay in the effort to collect the 

                                                 
41 Maples v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., 111 Cal.App.3d 827 (1980). 
42 See, e.g., Fullerton Union High Sch.Dist. v. Riles, 139 Cal.App.3d 369; Maples v. 

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., 111 Cal.App.3d 827. 

In Rush v. Anderson, (Sacramento County Superior Court Case No. 97CS01014), 
claimant challenged DSS’ former rule that the hardship of repayment of CalWORKs payments 
could never constitute injury for purposes of equitable estoppel.  As part of the Rush settlement, 
DSS rescinded its policy.  Contact Western Center for a copy of the Rush documents. 

43 For more information about foster care benefits, see The Foster Care Manual: A 
Guide to Benefits and Services for Childen in Foster Care (2008), a publication of Western 
Center on Law and Poverty in collaboration with the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. 

44 Civ. Code § 3527. 
45 Miller v. Eisenhower Med. Ctr., 27 Cal.3d 614, 624 (1980); Golden Day Sch., Inc. 

v. Dept. of Educ., 69 Cal.App.4th 681, 695 (1999).  Laches is an equitable defense, and so it is 
not a defense to an action at law for damages.  Wells Fargo Bank v. Bank of America, 32 
Cal.App.4th 424, 439 (1995). 
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overpayment and either the county welfare department knew about the overpayment yet ignored 

it or the individual has been prejudiced from the delay in the recoupment efforts.46 

3. Calculation of Overpayments. 

a. Overpayments Due to Excess Property. 

At the outset, the county must decide if the family accepted the CalWORKs in "good 

faith."47  If the recipient understood the reporting responsibilities, was capable of reporting the 

property and failed to report, there can be no finding of "good faith."48  If the county decides 

there was good faith, the overpayment is the lesser of the amount of aid paid or the difference 

between the excess property and the $2,000 property limit.49  If there was not good faith, the 

overpayment is the entire amount of CalWORKs paid to the assistance unit in each month it held 

the excess property.50 

b. Other Overpayments. 

Most other overpayments are calculated by determining the correct amount of aid due 

and subtracting it from the aid actually paid.  The difference is the overpayment.51 

 

                                                 
46 Miller v. Eisenhower Med. Ctr., 27 Cal.3d 614, 624 (1980); Golden Day Sch., Inc. 

v. Dept. of Educ., 69 Cal.App.4th 681, 695 (1999).  Laches is an equitable defense, and so it is 
not a defense to an action at law for damages.  Wells Fargo Bank v. Bank of America, 32 
Cal.App.4th 424, 439 (1995). 

47 WIC § 11020(a), (c); MPP § 44-352.112(d)-(f). 
48 MPP § 44-352.112(d)(1). 
49 MPP § 44-352.112(e).  Note that households with a person who is disabled or at 

least 60 years or older can have up to $3,000 in countable resources.  WIC § 11155; MPP § 42-
207. 

50 MPP § 44-352.112(f). 
51 MPP §§ 44-352.121-.125. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

If child support has been collected by the county, the correct overpayment is 
the amount of incorrectly paid aid less the amount of the grant for which the 
county has been reimbursed through child support.52  Counties often fail to 
offset overpayments with child support paid to the county so it is important 
to check the records.53 

 

4. Recoupment/Collecting Overpayments. 

Before August 1996, federal law had prohibited states from forgiving or waiving 

non-willful overpayments, including those caused by the county.54  The language of state law is 

now permissive: “[c]urrent and future grants payable to an assistance unit may be reduced 

because of prior overpayments.”55  This change in the governing law gives DSS the power to 

forgive or waive repayment of some non-willful overpayments as is done with other public 

benefit programs.  As yet, however, DSS has no such policy.56 

Overpayments are recouped through CalWORKs grant reduction,57 balancing against 

underpayments,58 civil court actions59 and income tax refund intercepts.60  There are also 

                                                 
52 MPP § 44-352.123. 
53 The family support unit of the District Attorney's office and local Child Support 

Services Agency can provide an accounting of arrearages.  See Chapter X for discussion of 
distribution of child support collected and getting accountings. 

54 Former 42 USC § 602(a)(22) provided, in pertinent part, that “the State agency 
will promptly take all necessary steps to correct any overpayment . . . of aid under the State 
plan . . . .”  See also Turner v. McMahon, 830 F.2d 1003, 1007-09 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that 
the plain language of statute indicates the intent of Congress that “overpayments must be 
recouped without restriction.”) 

55 WIC § 11004(c). 
56 However, ALJs can apply equitable estoppel to reduce the amount. 
57 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.41. 
58 WIC § 11004(k); MPP §§ 44-352.3, 44-352.42; ACIN I-56-98. 
59 WIC § 11004(j); MPP § 44-352.45. 
60 MPP § 20-401(i). 
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procedures for voluntary cash repayment and voluntary grant withholding at higher rates than 

allowed under the regulations, but these are seldom used since recipients can simply refuse 

them.61  Investigation and criminal prosecution for fraud as a result of overpayments also are 

much more common in CalWORKs than other aid programs.62  Except for civil court actions, 

there are no apparent time limits on the collection of overpayments.63  However, advocates can 

raise the equitable defense of laches when there is undue delay in collecting the overpayment.64 

a. From Whom the Overpayment May Be Collected. 

The regulations set forth an order of priority from whom overpayments will be 

recouped.65  At the top of the list is the caretaker relative, who was a member of the assistance 

unit at the time of the overpayment.66  The county shall continue to seek recovery of the 

overpayment from the caretaker relative even if she moves to another assistance unit or is no 

longer on aid.67 

The county shall only initiate recovery of the overpayment from other members of the 

overpaid assistance unit after the above efforts have been exhausted and the caretaker relative: 

1. Dies and the county cannot collect the unpaid balance from the estate of the 

caretaker relative; 

2. Cannot be located; 

3. Has the overpayment discharged in bankruptcy; 

                                                 
61 MPP § 44-350.2(m), (n), 44-351.1, 44-351.2. 
62 See Chapter XII for more information on fraud and intentional program 

violations. 
63 The regulations do provide that overpayments occurring before April 1982 which 

were "non-willful" are not subject to recoupment, except through voluntary repayment.  MPP 
§ 44-350.11. 

64 See Section B.2.e in this chapter for more information on laches. 
65 MPP § 44-352.3. 
66 MPP § 44-352.31. 
67 MPP § 44-352.311. 
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4. Is no longer on aid, the overpayment is less than $35, and there are other 

members of the overpaid assistance unit who remain on aid; or 

5. Is no longer on aid, and the county has determined that it is not cost effective to 

collect the overpayment from the caretaker relative.68 

If the caretaker relative was not a member of the assistance unit at the time of the 

overpayment (for example, a grandmother who received aid for her grandchildren but not 

herself), the county shall seek recovery from the members of the overpaid assistance unit.69  

There is no order of priority in seeking to recoup overpayments from members of the overpaid 

assistance unit who were not the caretaker relative.70 

b. Grant Reduction. 

Families are entitled to timely and adequate notice before recoupment through grant 

reduction begins.71  There is no time limit on grant adjustments.  The grant adjustment ends 

when the entire overpayment has been recouped. 

i. 5% withholding. 

For agency error overpayments the recoupment through grant reduction is 5% of the 

maximum aid payment (MAP) for the assistance unit of that size (and regardless of the family’s 

actual grant).72 

                                                 
68 MPP § 44-352.312.  This means that the county may seek recovery from minors 

who were members of the assistance unit at the time that the overpayment occurred, whether 
they are currently receiving CalWORKs benefits or not, but only after the priority order for the 
overpayment recovery has been followed pursuant to MPP § 44-352.3. 

69 MPP § 44-352.32.  This includes the minor grandchildren, who were members of 
the assistance unit when the overpayment happened. 

70 MPP § 44-352.33. 
71 WIC § 11004(e); MPP § 44-352.44. 
72 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.421. 
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ii. 10% withholding. 

For all other overpayments the recoupment through grant reduction is 10% of the MAP 

for the assistance unit (and regardless of the family’s actual grant).73  For example, a family of 

three with an overpayment can have their aid reduced by no more than 10% of the maximum aid 

payment for three even if they do not actually receive the maximum aid payment. 

The county must send an appropriate notice of action to demand repayment of any 

amount not recovered by grant adjustment, or not otherwise repaid.74 

c. Balancing Overpayments and Underpayments. 

When a CalWORKs family has been both underpaid and overpaid, the underpayment is 

credited against the overpayment.75  Only if the underpayment is more than the overpayment, is 

the family paid the difference.76 

d. Voluntary Cash Repayment and Grant Withholding. 

Recipients may volunteer to repay overpayments with cash repayments or by foregoing 

all or a portion of the grant to which they are eligible.77  The county must explain voluntary grant 

repayments and offsets to recipients, but may not request that recipients make a voluntary 

repayment or grant offset.78  Advocates should advise their clients not to enter into these 

voluntary cash repayment or grant withholding arrangements unless the county is willing to 

agree to a very low repayment or withholding amount. 

                                                 
73 WIC § 11004(c); MPP § 44-352.422. 
74 MPP § 44-352.44. 
75 WIC § 11004(k); MPP §§ 44-352.3, 44-340.42; ACIN I-56-98. 
76 For example, an underpayment resulting from a lawsuit’s retroactive CalWORKs 

award can be offset against an existing CalWORKs overpayment.  However, any part of the 
lawsuit award that is not considered an underpayment pursuant to MPP § 44-340 (like an award 
for damages) cannot be offset against an overpayment pursuant to MPP §§ 44-352.3, 44-340.42.  
Also, any part of the lawsuit award that may be an underpayment of other benefits (like Food 
Stamps) cannot be offset against a CalWORKs overpayment. 

77 MPP § 44-350.2(m), (n). 
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e. Civil Law Suits to Recover Overpayments. 

The counties frequently use the civil courts to obtain judgments for money owed to the 

county as CalWORKs overpayments.79  A civil judgment allows the county to garnish wages and 

attach bank accounts and other property.  A settlement can often be reached with the county 

which sets out a payment plan and avoids the harshness of wage garnishment.80 

The county must file an action in court within 3 years of the date of discovery of the 

overpayment or the action can be defeated with the affirmative defense of statute of limitations.81  

However, this statute of limitations begins to run when the county “has the notice or information 

of circumstances to put a reasonable person on inquiry” or “has opportunity to obtain knowledge 

from sources open to [its] investigation.”82 

When a recipient is sued and there is some question about the overpayment amount, the 

amount still owing, or the statute of limitations, a recipient should try to obtain the entire 

CalWORKs case files either by requesting a state hearing83 or by requesting the production of 

the files through discovery in the lawsuit.84  Often, the date of discovery on the SIU papers is 

much later than the actual date of discovery, but only a thorough review of the CalWORKs case 

file will uncover this information.  No civil or criminal action can proceed if the CalWORKs 

case file has been destroyed four years after aid was last given to the person.85 

                                                                                                                                                       
78 MPP §§ 44-351.1, 44-351.2. 
79 MPP § 44-352.45. 
80 MPP § 44-352.46. 
81 Code of Civil Procedure § 338(d) (statute of limitations for claims based on fraud 

or mistake). 
82 Parsons v. Tickner, 31 Cal.App.4th 1513, 1525 (1995). 
83 MPP § 22-051. 
84 Demands for inspection of documents can be made pursuant to Code Civ. Proc. 

§§ 2031.010 to 2031.510. 
85 WIC §§ 11004(j), 10851. 
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f. Tax Intercepts to Recover Overpayments. 

As yet another way to recoup CalWORKs overpayments, DSS can request that the 

Franchise Tax Board (FTB)  offset the overpayment amount from any state income tax refunds 

(or lottery winnings) to a recipient,86 but not if the case is otherwise eligible for grant 

adjustment.87  The FTB can intercept funds in cases where the delinquent payment is at least 

three months old and either a court has ordered restitution of the CalWORKs overpayment or the 

household has not responded to a written demand letter for restitution of an overpayment which 

resulted from individual error or county administrative errors.88  The intercept of funds does not 

apply to cases in which:  (a) the individual is already making regular restitution payments; 

(b) the time to request a fair hearing has not passed; (c) the individual has requested a fair 

hearing; (d) the individual is awaiting a decision from a fair hearing; or (e) the overpayment was 

non-fraudulent and the amount is less that $35.89 

At least 30 days prior to the intercept, a warning notice must be sent to the recipient 

which, among other things, states the amount in question, the name, address, and phone number 

of the county submitting the intercept information, and recipient's right to contest the intercept.90  

Upon receiving the warning notice, a recipient can request an administrative review which may 

include a face-to-face meeting.91  Within ten working days of the administrative review, the 

                                                 
86 MPP § 20-403.1. 
87 MPP §§ 20-400 et seq., especially § 20-401(i), and § 20-403.21.  Government 

Code § 12419.5 generally authorizes the State Controller to offset "any amount due [to] a state 
agency" from any tax refund. 

88 MPP §§ 20-403.1, 20-403.11-.12. 
89 MPP § 20-403.2. 
90 MPP § 20-406; Wightman v. Franchise Tax Bd., 202 Cal.App.3d 966 (1988) 

(holding that due process requires that taxpayer receive written notice before the tax intercept, an 
opportunity to file objections and some opportunity for review before and after the intercept but 
does not require a full fair hearing or detailed notice). 

91 MPP §§ 20-407 et seq. 
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agency representative shall give a written report of the findings to the recipient.92  If dissatisfied, 

then the recipient can request a fair hearing.93 

g. Recovery of Overpayments From Other Benefits Programs. 

The law allows for the recovery of CalWORKs overpayments by CalWORKs grant 

adjustment, voluntary grant offset or cash recovery, offset of CalWORKs underpayments against 

CalWORKs overpayments, and action for civil judgment, as described in detail above.94  In 

some cases, individuals who incurred a CalWORKs cash overpayment are no longer receiving 

CalWORKs cash aid, but are now receiving other benefits like General Assistance or 

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits.  There is no authority for the recovery of 

CalWORKs overpayments by offsetting or garnishing an individual’s General Assistance, SSI, 

or other non-CalWORKs cash aid.95 

                                                 
92 MPP § 20-407.14. 
93 MPP § 20-407.14. 
94 MPP § 44-350.2(k). 
95 Federal law require that certain delinquent debts owed to federal agencies be 

submitted to the Internal Revenue Service Treasury Offset Program (“TOP”) for collection or 
offset against other federal benefits (like Social Security Disability Insurance, for example).  31 
USC §§ 3711, 3716; 31 CFR §§ 285.4, 285.5.  A CalWORKs overpayment is a debt to a county 
welfare department and DSS, not to a federal agency, and thus is not eligible to be referred to 
TOP.  Note, however, that delinquent Food Stamp overissuance claims are debts owed to the 
federal government and some may be submitted to TOP.  7 CFR § 273.18(a)(2), (n); MPP § 20-
401(f)(4).  Contact Western Center if CalWORKs overpayments are being referred to TOP. 
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Chapter XII: Prohibitions on Aid, Intentional Program Violations, And 
Welfare Fraud 

 
 

In the past twenty years, welfare recipients have been treated less and less like needy 

families and more and more like common criminals.  When a CalWORKs recipient is suspected 

of obtaining benefits by fraudulent means, the potential consequences for her can include not just 

repaying the overpayment of benefits, but disqualification from receipt of aid for months, if not 

years, and prosecution for the commission of a crime. 

A. Prohibitions on Aid to Fleeing Felons, Probation and Parole Violators, and Persons 
Convicted of a Drug-Related Felony. 

An individual shall be ineligible for CalWORKs benefits if she:  (1) is “[f]leeing to avoid 

prosecution, or custody and confinement after conviction,” for a felony or an attempt to commit 

a felony “under the laws of the place from which the individual is fleeing;” (2) is “[v]iolating a 

condition of probation or parole imposed under the federal law or the law of any state;”1 or 

(3) has been convicted of a felony that has an element related to the possession, use or 

distribution of a controlled substance.2 

Because these individuals are excluded by law from receiving aid, they are considered a 

non-assistance unit family member and are not subject to the work requirements.3 

1. Fleeing Felons. 

DSS had previously considered an individual to be a fleeing felon merely if a warrant for 

that individual’s arrest had been issued.4  Since 1999, DSS has stated that the “existence of a 

                                                 
1 WIC § 11486.5; MPP §§ 40-034.2, 82-832.1(i) and (j); see also 42 USC § 

608(a)(9)(A) (mandating these changes in state law).  The ban on aid to fleeing felons also 
includes those who committed a high misdemeanor in New Jersey. 

2 WIC § 11251.3(a); MPP §§ 40-034.2, 82-832.1(j). 
3 ACL 97-65 at 5.  See Chapters II and V for how a non-assistance unit family 

member’s income is treated. 
4 ACL 97-65 at 5.  In criminal cases, courts have stated that jury instructions on 

flight do not require the defendant’s knowledge that criminal charges have been filed against him 
or her.  See, e.g., People v. Carter, 36 Cal. 4th 1114, 1182 (2005). 
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warrant for arrest shall be presumed to be evidence of fleeing, unless rebutted by other evidence 

sufficient to prove that the individual had no knowledge that [she] is being sought by law 

enforcement.”5 

Yet, even when individuals know that they are being sought by law enforcement, they 

still may not be fleeing to avoid prosecution.6  They may continue to live at their same address, 

frequent their usual hangouts and make their current whereabouts known to governmental 

officials.7  DSS has drafted its regulations based upon the premise that once an arrest warrant has 

been issued, a person has a duty to surrender herself to law enforcement for arrest and that the 

failure to do so amounts to flight. Unfortunately, the Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) have 

been agreeing with DSS on who is a fleeing felon.8  DSS’ policy may, however, be subject to 

challenge in the appropriate case.9 

Regardless of whether DSS’ policy is legal, applicants and recipients will be asked to 

state under penalty of perjury whether they are a fleeing felon.  If they give the wrong answer 

and are subsequently found to be a fleeing felon, they not only will lose their CalWORKs 

                                                 
5 MPP § 82-832.1(h).  Consistent with this approach, an ALJ  ruled in one case that 

the client was not a fleeing felon where she had known about the court date for her arraignment 
on criminal charges but did not know that a warrant had been issued for her failure to appear in 
court on that occasion.  Please contact Western Center for a copy of the decision. 

6 Courts have stated in criminal cases that “flight requires neither the physical act 
of running nor the reaching of a far-way haven . . . .  Flight manifestly does require, however, a 
purpose to avoid being observed or arrested.”  People v. Smithey, 20 Cal. 4th 936, 982 (1999); 
People v. Visciotti, 2 Cal.4th 1, 60 (1992), citing People v. Crandell, 46 Cal. 3d 833, 869 (1988). 

7 People v. Pitts, 223 Cal. App. 3d 606, 878 (1990) (a mere change in residences is 
not, by itself, considered evidence of flight); see also People v. Bradford, 14 Cal. 4th 1005, 1055 
(1997) (citations omitted) (emphasis in original) (“Mere return to familiar environs from the 
scene of an alleged crime does not warrant an inference of consciousness of guilt . . . .”). 

8 In one case, an ALJ found that a client was a fleeing felon even though the client 
had requested extradition to another state where there was a warrant for his arrest and the other 
state would not cooperate with his request for extradition. 

9 If you have any clients who are denied benefits under the regulation and who 
want to challenge this regulation, please contact Bob Newman at the Western Center. 
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benefits but may also be prosecuted for welfare fraud and perjury.10  To identify fleeing felons 

and parole or probation violators, DSS and the California Department of Justice (DOJ) have 

developed a new computerized system to match DOJ Wanted Persons file with the California 

Welfare Files.11 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Clients should be advised that the county will conduct a computerized search 
for outstanding warrants when they apply for aid. 

 

On the other hand, individuals, who meet other eligibility criteria,12 should be eligible to 

receive CalWORKs benefits once they have been arrested on outstanding felony warrants and 

thus are no longer fleeing to avoid prosecution. It is, however, doubtful that counties will give 

benefits to individuals in these situations.13 

                                                 
10 It does not appear that an individual can simply refuse to answer this question on 

the grounds that it violates her constitutional rights against self-incrimination.  “Cases in which 
reporting requirements have been struck down as violating the Fifth Amendment involve 
activities permeated with criminal statutes or directed at a group of persons inherently suspected 
of criminal activities.  These cases also involve an immediate or appreciable hazard of self-
incrimination because the statutes were designed to discover involvement in prohibited activity.”  
Machado v. State Water Resources Control Bd., 90 Cal. App. 4th 720, 729 (2001). See, e.g., 
Fahlgren v. Dept. of Motor Vehicles, 186 Cal. App. 3d 930, 936-40 (1986) (right against self-
incrimination does not excuse driver in automobile accident from complying with state law 
requirement to provide information concerning her financial responsibility); People v. 
McLemore, 166 Cal. App. 3d 718, 719-22 (1985) (privilege against self-incrimination does not 
excuse person from filing state income tax returns).  Moreover, refusing to answer the question 
would certainly be the greatest tipoff to the county that the individual was a fleeing felon. 

11 ACL 97-65 at 5-6. 
12 See Chapters II and III for more on categorical and financial eligibility for 

CalWORKs. 
13 If you have clients in this situation who are denied aid, please contact Western 

Center. 
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2. Probation and Parole Violators. 

According to DSS, a person is excluded from the assistance unit if she is “in violation of 

a condition of probation or parole.  The initial offense for which probation or parole was ordered 

need not have been a felony.”14  Advocates should remember to seek underpayments for any 

individual, who is denied benefits because she is allegedly violating a condition of probation or 

parole and who is subsequently determined to not be guilty of such violations. 

3. Persons Convicted of a Drug-Related Felony. 

An individual’s conviction of a drug-related felony has consequences not only for the 

individual, but also her family.  The conviction of this type of crime renders the individual 

ineligible for CalWORKs benefits.15  In addition, if the family receiving CalWORKs benefits 

includes an individual with such a conviction for a drug-related felony, the county “shall issue 

vouchers or vendor payments for at least the family’s rent and utilities.”16 

Drug related felonies must involve the possession, use or distribution of a controlled 

substance, where controlled substances include those listed in 21 USC § 802(6) or Health and 

Safety Code §§ 11000 et seq. (i.e., heroin, cocaine, LSD).17  Applicants and recipients are 

required to state in writing under penalty of perjury whether they are a convicted drug felon. 

                                                 
14 MPP § 82-832.1(i).  An interesting question is whether a client could request an 

administrative hearing as to the denial of aid on the grounds of a probation or parole violation  
and then present evidence at the hearing that she actually was not in violation of a condition of 
probation or parole. 

15 WIC § 11251.3(a); MPP § 82-832.20.1(j).  However, a person convicted of a 
felony drug offense can nonetheless qualify to receive Food Stamps upon proof of completion, 
participation in, or enrollment in a government-recognized drug treatment program, placement 
on a waiting list for such a program, or other evidence that the illegal use of controlled 
substances has ceased, as established by DSS regulations.  WIC § 18901.3(d); MPP § 63-
300.5(e)(11). 

16 WIC §§ 11251.3(b), 17012.5; MPP §§ 44-303.3, 44-307.11; ACL 97-65 at 5, 
ACL 97-66 at 3. 

17 WIC § 11251.3(a); MPP § 82-832.1(j).  Note: one may successfully argue that the 
disqualification for drug felonies does not apply to people who are convicted of the manufacture 
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This prohibition on aid applies only to persons who have been convicted of a drug-related 

felony in state or federal court after December 31, 1997.18  However, DSS believes that the 

underlying drug felony can have been committed at an earlier time, even before the effective 

date of the change in federal law on August 22, 1996.19  To the extent that DSS’ policy 

substantially changes the legal consequences of these past events, it is subject to a possible legal 

challenge.20 

Many individuals enroll in a diversion program after they plead guilty to a drug-related 

felony.  If the court defers or withholds the entry of judgment, then that individual remains 

eligible for CalWORKs benefits.21  If, however, a person does not continue to meet all the 

requirements of the diversion program (e.g., fails a periodic drug test) and the court later enters a 

judgment on the guilty plea, then the person becomes a convicted drug felon ineligible to receive 

CalWORKs benefits as of the date the court enters a judgment.22  No overpayment should be 

assessed if the court also backdates the entry of judgment to the date of the earlier guilty plea.23  

By the same token, if a prior judgment on a felony drug conviction is reversed or reduced to a 

misdemeanor or if the record is expunged, that individual will become eligible to receive 

                                                                                                                                                       
of a controlled substance or who plead guilty to a crime, such as Health and Safety Code § 
11379.6, where the manufacture of a controlled substance is one possible offense under the 
statute.  Possession of a controlled substance is not always a necessary element of a conviction 
for the manufacture of that same controlled substance as in situations where a person is only 
found with the raw ingredients to make a controlled substance. 

18 MPP § 82-832.1(j). 
19 ACIN I-39-99. 
20 See, e.g., Western Security Bank v. Superior Court, 15 Cal. 4th 232, 243 (1997) 

(“A basic canon of statutory interpretation is that statutes do not operate retrospectively unless 
the Legislature plainly intended them to do so.”).  There is no evidence that the Legislature 
intended WIC § 11251.3(a) to operate retrospectively.  Please contact the Western Center if you 
want more information about this potential legal challenge. 

21 ACIN I-71-99 at 1. 
22 ACIN I-71-99 at 2. 
23 ACIN I-71-99 at 2. 
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CalWORKs benefits as of the date of the new court ruling but that individual will not be entitled 

to receive a supplemental payment for the time period before the new ruling.24 

At one point DSS had instructed the counties that the prohibitions on aid for drug and 

fleeing felons apply to all individuals, including juveniles.25  Yet, when minors are found guilty 

of committing drug felonies in juvenile court, they receive a “juvenile adjudication,” not a 

conviction.26  DSS subsequently clarified that a minor found guilty of any drug offense is still 

eligible to receive CalWORKs benefits except when a minor 16 years or older is certified to a 

court of criminal jurisdiction for criminal prosecution (“tried as an adult”) and judgment is 

thereafter entered on a felony drug conviction.27 

B. Intentional Program Violations. 

1. What Is an IPV? 

Traditionally, an IPV occurs when an individual tries to qualify for welfare benefits, 

increase her benefits, or prevent a reduction in aid by intentionally making a false or misleading 

statement, concealing, or withholding facts or committing an act intended to mislead, 

misrepresent, conceal or withhold facts.28 The idea of an IPV originated with the Food Stamps 

Program.  Individuals who were found guilty of IPVs were ineligible to receive Food Stamps 

benefits for a specific period of time, such as one or two years.29  In the early 1990s, California 

imported the idea of IPVs into the then AFDC program with comparable periods of ineligibility 

to receive welfare benefits.30  Beginning January 1, 1998, the CalWORKs program has both 

                                                 
24 ACIN I-71-99 at 3. 
25 ACL 98-42. 
26 ACIN I-71-99 at 3-4. 
27 ACIN I-71-99 at 3-4. 
28 MPP § 20-351(i)(1); see also former 42 USC § 616(b); 45 CFR § 235.112(b). 
29 7 CFR § 273.16(b)(1). 
30 Stats. 1991, ch. 97, § 13, adding former WIC § 11486. 
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many more IPVs and  much longer periods of disqualification from aid.  A disqualified person 

will not receive monthly CalWORKs benefits or special needs payments, including pregnancy 

special needs.31 

2. What Are the IPV Disqualification Penalties? 

a. Six month disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative 

hearing decision to have committed for the first occasion any of the following:  (1) making a 

false or misleading statement or misrepresenting, concealing or withholding facts;32 or 

(2) committing any act intended to mislead, misrepresent, conceal or withhold facts or propound 

a falsity.33 

b. Twelve-month disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative 

hearing decision to have committed for the second occasion any of the acts listed above.34 

c. Two-year disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who: 

1. has been convicted in state or federal court of committing felony fraud in the 

receipt or attempted receipt of aid where the amount of aid is less than $2,000;35 

or 

                                                 
31 ACL 00-45. 
32 WIC § 11486(c)(1)(A), (c)(2); MPP § 20-353.261(a).  ACL 97-69 generally 

discusses the penalties for IPVs.  ACL 98-72 has two attachments: Attachment 1 is a table 
setting forth whether the old or new penalty time frames apply and whether the method of 
disqualification is sanction or penalty depending upon the date the fraudulent act was committed 
and the date of conviction or finding of fraud; Attachment 2 lists the respective offenses for the 
different types of penalties. 

33 WIC § 11486(c)(1)(A), (c)(2)(B); MPP § 20-353.261(b). 
34 WIC § 11486(c)(1)(B), (c)(2)(A), (c)(2)(B); MPP § 20-353.251. 
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2. has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative hearing 

decision to have submitted for the first occasion more than one application for 

the same type of aid for the same period of time, “for the purpose of receiving 

more than one grant of aid in order to establish or maintain the family’s 

eligibility for aid or increasing, or preventing a reduction in, the amount of aid.”36 

d. Four-year disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative 

hearing decision to have submitted for the second occasion more than one application for the 

same type of aid for the same period of time, “for the purpose of receiving more than one grant 

of aid in order to establish or maintain the family’s eligibility for aid or increasing, or preventing 

a reduction in, the amount of aid.”37 

e. Five-year disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who has been convicted in state or federal court of committing felony fraud in 

the receipt or attempted receipt of aid where the amount of aid is $2,000 or more but less than 

$5,000.38 

f. Permanent disqualification from aid: 

for an individual who: 

1. has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative hearing 

decision to have committed for the third occasion any of the following: (a) 

making a false or misleading statement or misrepresenting, concealing or 

                                                                                                                                                       
35 WIC § 11486(b)(1); MPP § 20-353.241. 
36 WIC § 11486(d)(1)(A), (d)(2); MPP § 20-353.242. 
37 WIC § 11486(d)(1)(B), (d)(2); MPP § 20-353.23. 
38 WIC §11486(b)(2); MPP § 20-353.22. 
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withholding facts;39 or (b) committing any act intended to mislead, misrepresent, 

conceal or withhold facts or propound a falsity;40 

2. has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative hearing 

decision to have submitted for the third occasion more than one application for 

the same type of aid for the same period of time “for the purpose of receiving 

more than one grant of aid in order to establish or maintain the family’s 

eligibility for aid or increasing, or preventing a reduction in, the amount of 

aid;”41 

3. has been convicted in state or federal court of committing felony fraud in the 

receipt or attempted receipt of aid where the amount of aid is more than $5,000;42 

4. has been convicted a third time of felony fraud in state or federal court in the 

receipt or attempted receipt of aid;43 or 

5. has been found in state or federal court or pursuant to an administrative hearing 

decision to have committed any of the following: 

a. making a fraudulent statement or representation regarding the place of 

residence to receive assistance simultaneously from two or more states or 

counties;44 

b. submitting false documents for nonexistent children or ineligible 

children;45 or 

c. receiving more than $10,000 in cash benefits through fraudulent means.46 

                                                 
39 WIC § 11486(c)(1)(C), (c)(2)(A); MPP § 20-353.213(a). 
40 WIC § 11486(c)(1)(C), (c)(2)(B); MPP § 20-353.213(b). 
41 WIC §§ 11486(d)(1)(C), (d)(2); MPP § 20-353.214. 
42 WIC § 11486(b)(3); MPP § 20-353.212. 
43 WIC § 11486(b), (c)(1)(C). 
44 WIC § 11486(a)(1); MPP § 20-353.211(a). 
45 WIC § 11486(a)(2); MPP § 20-353.211(b). 
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3. Who Can Be Charged With an IPV? 

The disqualification applies only to the individual found to have committed the IPV and 

not the entire CalWORKs assistance unit (AU).47  While the individual convicted of an IPV is 

disqualified from receiving CalWORKs benefits for the prescribed period of time, that individual 

remains in the assistance unit.48   Thus, the individual will continue to receive cash-linked Medi-

Cal, is required to participate in welfare-to-work activities unless exempt, and will have time on 

aid counted toward the 60-month time limit.49  In addition, all income of the individual will be 

considered in determining eligibility and amount of benefits for the assistance unit.50  If the 

individual is no longer eligible for CalWORKs at the time the disqualification period is supposed 

to begin, the disqualification period shall be postponed until the individual again applies and is 

determined to be eligible for aid.51 

4. How Are Offenses Counted as IPVs? 

In general, the fraud penalties apply to individuals disqualified for committing an IPV act 

on or after January 1, 1998.52  However, the fraud penalties apply “[i]f a fraudulent act is 

committed over a period of time which begins prior to January 1, 1998 but extends beyond 

                                                                                                                                                       
46 WIC §11486(a)(3); MPP § 20-353.211(c).  The term “fraudulent means” refers to 

intentionally and willfully “(A) making a false or misleading statement or misrepresenting, 
concealing or withholding facts” or “(B) committing any act intended to mislead, misrepresent, 
conceal or withhold facts or propound a falsity.”  WIC § 11486(a)(3). 

47 WIC § 11486(a)-(c); MPP § 20-353.3; see also former 45 CFR § 235.112 and 
former 42 USC § 616(b). 

48 ACL 98-72 at 2. 
49 ACL 98-72 at 2. 
50 However, ACL 98-72 instructs the counties to not apply this new method of IPV 

disqualifications for cases with conviction dates prior to July 1, 1998. 
51 MPP § 20-353.5. 
52 MPP § 20-353.3.  To the extent that an individual is punished for events before 

January 1, 1998, such a penalty might be challenged in court. 
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January 1, 1998.”53  DSS counts fraud penalties imposed before January 1, 1998, when 

determining which fraud penalty period should apply to an IPV committed after January 1, 

1998.54 

The same act of IPV repeated over a period of time shall be treated as one offense, which 

requires only one penalty.55  For example, an individual who fails to report monthly earnings 

from a job should be charged with one offense, not separate offenses for each month.  

5. What Are Administrative Disqualification Hearings? 

Before a penalty can be imposed, the IPV must be established by a criminal action, a civil 

action or an administrative disqualification hearing (ADH).56  An ADH can be held at either the 

county or state level at the county’s option.57  The two hearings are the same in most respects.58  

An ALJ presides over hearings at the state level, whereas an “impartial hearing official” with no 

involvement in the case presides over hearings at the local level.59  A recipient can appeal the 

decision in a local ADH to the state level for a de novo hearing.60 

The county welfare department can initiate an ADH only if it has “sufficient evidence” 

(documentary and otherwise) in its possession to prove by a preponderance of evidence that the 

                                                 
53 MPP § 20-353.31; ACL 98-72. 
54 ACL 98-72 at 3.  DSS’ policy may be subject to a challenge since retroactivity of 

the statute is disfavored.  See Green v. Obledo, 29 Cal. 3d 126, 141 (1981) (absent legislative 
intent, no retroactivity of a statute that interferes with a vested right that accrues before the 
amendment of the statute); Canfield v. Prod, 67 Cal. App. 3d 722 (1977) (same). 

55 MPP § 20-353.7. 
56 WIC § 11486(e); MPP § 20-353.1-.2.  Some IPVs can only be decided in a 

criminal proceeding in state or federal court (e.g., convicted of committing felony fraud of any 
dollar amount). 

57 MPP §§ 22-305.1-.3.  A county can provide ADHs at the local level subject to 
DSS’ approval of the county’s ADH plan.  MPP § 22-335.1. 

58 MPP §§ 22-330, 22-335, 22-340. 
59 MPP § 22-330.11. 
60 MPP § 22-335.1. 
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individual (called a respondent) committed an IPV.61  However, the county welfare department 

shall not initiate an ADH against an accused individual who (1) currently has been referred for 

prosecution or (2) after any action taken against the individual by the prosecutor or court “if the 

factual issues arise out of the same or related circumstances.”62  The county’s request for an 

ADH must set forth the charges against the respondent, summarize the evidence, and set forth 

the appropriate disqualification period.63  These requests either go to the Administrative 

Adjudications Division of DSS for scheduling of an ADH at the state level or to the designated 

unit of the county welfare department for the scheduling of an ADH at the local level.64  DSS is 

supposed to monitor the counties’ requests for an ADH to ensure that sufficient evidence exists 

for an IPV hearing request, but it appears that DSS may not be fulfilling this duty.65 

The notice to the respondent must be sent at least 30 days before the ADH.66  This notice 

must contain, among other things, the date, time and location of the hearing, the charges against 

the respondent, a summary of the evidence, and a statement that the ADH does not preclude any 

civil or criminal actions against the respondent for the IPV or to recover the overpayment.67  The 

notice must also contain the equivalent of Miranda warnings - that the respondent has the right 

to remain silent concerning the charges and that anything said or written by the respondent 

concerning the charges may be used against her in the court of law.68 

                                                 
61 MPP §§ 22-305.1l, 22-305.2, 22-305.44-.45. 
62 MPP §§ 20-352.3, 22-301.4. 
63 MPP § 22-315.2.  The request should not be a hollow formality.  ACL 95-37 has 

a sample of the information that should be contained on the county’s request for an ADH. 
64 MPP § 22-315.1. 
65 MPP § 22-315.3. 
66 MPP § 22-315.5. 
67 MPP § 22-315.5(a)-(l). 
68 MPP § 22-315.5(l). 
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A respondent can waive the right to an ADH, but such a waiver results in the 

disqualification penalty and appropriate reduction in benefits.69  A respondent can rescind such a 

waiver for any reason within 7 working days after the signing of the waiver.70 

A respondent can automatically postpone the ADH, if she makes such a request at least 

10 days in advance of the original hearing date.71  There can, however, be only one 

postponement and the postponement can be for no more than 30 days.72 

A respondent’s ADHs for CalWORKs benefits and Food Stamps will be combined into a 

single hearing, if the factual issues arise out of the same or related circumstances.73  The ADH 

will be conducted in much the same manner as any other fair hearing.74  An ALJ in a state 

hearing or the hearing official in the local level hearing must base the determination of an IPV 

on the preponderance of the evidence.75 

 

                                                 
69 MPP §§ 22-320 et seq. 
70 MPP § 22-320.321. 
71 MPP § 22-325.1. 
72 MPP § 22.325.3-.4. 
73 WIC § 11486(f); MPP § 22-330.4. 
74 MPP §§ 22-305.5, 22-330, 22-335. 
75 MPP § 22-315.4. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

If you will be representing a client in an ADH, you should carefully review 
the evidence concerning your client’s intent to misrepresent or defraud. The 
lack of intent will win the hearing.  For example, one advocate successfully 
defended a client charged with an IPV for unreported income by proving that 
the client had reported her job to her eligibility worker, and the client at least 
had a plausible explanation for not writing down her income on the monthly 
reports. This advocate also succeeded in the defense of another client 
charged with an IPV by proving that the client suffered from major 
depression and had been subjected to severe physical abuse, all of which cast 
sufficient doubt on her intent to defraud the county. 

 

6. What Are Disqualification Consent Agreements? 

Besides a criminal or civil action or an ADH, the only other way that someone can be 

found to have committed an IPV is if she voluntarily signs a disqualification consent agreement 

and this agreement is later confirmed in court.76  This is a form agreement in which the person 

admits she is subject to a penalty.  By signing such an agreement, an individual waives any 

possible administrative remedies, but can still seek relief in an appropriate court.77 

Signing a disqualification consent agreement might be beneficial if it is part of a larger 

deal to dismiss or reduce criminal charges against an individual.  However, the disqualification 

consent agreements themselves contain no such guarantees against related criminal procedures.  

Indeed, the disqualification consent agreements contain an optional statement wherein the 

recipient admits the facts of an IPV.78 

 

                                                 
76 MPP § 20-352.2.  The regulations do not explain how such an agreement is 

confirmed in court. 
77 MPP § 20-352.213.  The regulations do not explain how an individual can set 

aside a disqualification consent agreement in court.  Presumably, she might adopt an approach 
similar to that used in rescinding other types of contracts. 

78 MPP § 20-352.212(a). 
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PRACTICE TIP 

Advise your client never to sign this optional statement.  There is no 
conceivable reason why anyone should make such a damaging admission 
that can be used against her in a criminal prosecution. 

 

If an individual decides to sign a disqualification consent agreement, she should be 

advised to sign the alternative statement in which she does not admit any wrongdoing.  With 

either type of disqualification consent agreement, the signer will be disqualified from receiving 

CalWORKs after the court confirms the agreement.79 

Counties must follow certain requirements on giving individuals advance written notice 

before asking them to sign the disqualification consent agreements.80  Specifically, the accused 

must receive a notice that contains the following minimum statements: (1) the accused 

understands the consequences of signing the consent agreement; (2) consenting to the 

disqualification will result in a reduction in benefits for the disqualification period; (3) the actual 

disqualification penalty to be imposed; and (4) any remaining members of the AU may be held 

liable for any overpayments that the accused has not already repaid.81 

After the signing of a disqualification consent agreement or the court’s finding of the 

commission of an IPV and before any disqualification penalties are actually imposed, another 

notice must be sent to the person.  This notice must contain the reason for the disqualification 

decision, the effective date, and if the accused is off aid, that the disqualification will begin when 

the accused reapplies and is found eligible for aid.82 

                                                 
79 MPP § 20-352.214. 
80 MPP § 20-352.21. 
81 MPP § 20-352.21.  The regulations do not specify how far in advance of signing 

the agreement the recipient must receive this notice. 
82 MPP § 20-352.42.  The regulations do not say how far in advance of the actual 

disqualification this notice must be issued. 
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C. Criminal Prosecution. 

In some cases, the least of our client’s worries is the possibility of being assessed an 

overpayment or accused of an IPV.  She may also be facing criminal prosecution and a  

possibility of incarceration.  Many clients, even those with excellent defenses, are tempted to 

plead guilty to lesser charges, rather than risk time in state prison or county jail and the resulting 

separation from their children. 

1. Possible Criminal Offenses. 

The District Attorney (DA) can charge an individual with various offenses - welfare 

fraud, perjury, and possibly Food Stamp and Medi-Cal fraud as well.  Oftentimes, recipients will 

be accused of perjury together with welfare fraud since the fraudulent conduct involves 

erroneous information on an application or other form signed under penalty of perjury.83  The 

DA can legally charge an individual with both these crimes based on the same conduct.84  But an 

individual cannot be punished for both welfare fraud and perjury when committed with the same 

intent.85 

Obtaining CalWORKs benefits illegally at different times, but pursuant to a common 

scheme, constitutes a single incident of welfare fraud.86  On the other hand, each new instance of 

false swearing is a separate and distinct incident of perjury.87 

a. Misdemeanor Welfare Fraud. 

Welfare fraud can be prosecuted as either a felony or a misdemeanor.  Except as 

described below, it is a misdemeanor whenever a person: 

                                                 
83 Penal Code § 118. 
84 People v. Jenkins, 28 Cal. 3d 494, 499-509 (1980); People v. Isaac, 56 Cal. App. 

3d 679, 683 (1976). 
85 Penal Code § 654; People v. Camillo, 198 Cal. App. 3d 981, 995 (1988). 
86 People v. Keehley, 193 Cal. App. 3d 1381, 1385-86 (1987); see also Wright v. 

Superior Court, 15 Cal. 4th 521 (1997) (discussion of what constitutes a continuing offense). 
87 People v. Keehley, 193 Cal. App. 3d 1381, 1384 (1987). 
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1. "willfully and knowingly, with the intent to deceive makes a false statements or 

representation;” 

2. “knowingly fails to disclose a material fact to obtain aid” to which one is not 

otherwise entitled; or 

3. knowingly “attempts to obtain aid or to continue to receive aid” to which she is 

not otherwise entitled.88  It is also a misdemeanor if an individual willfully and 

knowingly, with intent to deceive, obtains or retains $400 or less in aid for 

herself or for a child not entitled to such aid “by means of false statement or 

representation, or by failing to disclose a material fact, or by impersonation or 

other fraudulent device.”89 

4. The punishment for any of these misdemeanors is not more than six months in 

the county jail and not more than a $500 fine.90 

b. Felonious Welfare Fraud. 

It is a felony whenever a person: 

1. “knowingly makes more than one application for aid with the intent of 

establishing multiple entitlements for any person for the same period”; or 

2. makes an application for aid “for a fictitious or nonexistent person” or “by 

claiming a false identity.”91  It is also a felony if an individual willfully and 

knowingly, with intent to deceive, obtains or retains more than $400 in aid for 

herself or for a child not entitled to such aid “by means of false statement or 

representation, or by failing to disclose a material fact, or by impersonation or 

other fraudulent device.”92 

                                                 
88 WIC §§ 11482, 10980(a) (emphasis added). 
89 WIC §§ 10980(c)(1), 11482, 11483. 
90 WIC §§ 11482, 10980(a). 
91 WIC §§ 11482.5, 11483.5, 10980(b). 
92 WIC § 10980(c)(2). 
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3. The punishment for any of these felonies can be either: 

• 16 months, two years, or three years in the state prison and not more than 

a $5,000 fine; or 

• not more than one year in the county jail and a fine of not more than 

$1,000.93 

2. Potential Defenses to Welfare Fraud. 

The following are common defenses to a welfare fraud prosecution: 

a. Collateral Estoppel. 

In some cases, a favorable determination of an issue in a fair hearing will collaterally 

estop the DA from relitigating the same issue in a criminal case.94  Thus, for example, if a county 

contends that an overpayment of CalWORKs benefits was the result of an intentional 

misrepresentation by the claimant and the ALJ determines that there was no such intentional 

misrepresentation, such a finding might preclude a later attempt by the DA to charge the 

claimant with welfare fraud for receipt of the same benefits. 

However, the doctrine of collateral estoppel includes the following “threshold 

requirements: 1) the issue to be precluded must be identical to that decided in the prior 

proceeding; 2) the issue must have been actually litigated at that time; 3) the issue must have 

been necessarily decided; [and] 4) the decision in the prior proceeding must be final and on the 

merits . . . .”95  Hence, issues raised at the hearing must be exactly the same as those raised in the 

criminal case, i.e., it must cover the same type of overpayment, the same dates, etc.96  In 

                                                 
93 WIC §§ 10980(c)(2), 11482.5, 11483.5, 10980(b). 
94 People v. Sims, 32 Cal. 3d 468 (1982); aff'd, People v. Garcia, 39 Cal. 4th 1070 

(2006). 
95 Garcia, 39 Cal. 4th at 1077. 
96 See, e.g., People v. Meyer, 183 Cal. App. 3d 1150 (1986), 1164-66 (a hearing 

decision that found the claimant only had $800 in cash on February 13, 1984, does not bar 
criminal prosecution for failing to report income at earlier times). 
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addition, a requisite element of the alleged crime must have been actually litigated and 

necessarily decided  in the fair hearing.  For example, the conclusion in an administrative 

decision that all the overpayments and overissuances were caused by agency error “does not 

foreclose the possibility that defendant misrepresented whether her two sons were members of 

her household when she received aid on their behalf and failed to report the boys’ absence from 

her  home.”97 And the fair hearing decision must be final.98  The decision of an administrative 

agency is not considered final if an appeal has been taken to the superior court for review by 

petition for administrative mandamus or if the time for taking such an appeal has not lapsed.99  A 

county has one year to file a petition with the superior court to challenge a final decision by 

DSS.100  In general, the courts have been reluctant to stay criminal proceedings so as to allow a 

fair hearing on the same issues to be completed. 

 

                                                 
97 People v. Garcia, 39 Cal.4th at 1090.  The Supreme Court also noted that a 

favorable administrative decision regarding overpayments may not collaterally estop a 
prosecution of the welfare recipient for perjury unless the administrative decision actually 
decided that defendant had made no misstatements under oath regarding a material matter.  
Garcia, 39 Cal.4th at 1090-91. 

98 People v. Sims, 32 Cal. 3d at 484-486. 
99 Long Beach Unified Sch. Dist. v. State of California, 225 Cal. App. 3d 155, 169 

(1990). 
100 WIC § 10962.  However, in Garcia, the California Supreme Court engaged in a 

lengthy discussion of the application of the collateral estoppel doctrine to administrative 
proceedings involving welfare recipients even though the administrative decision in question 
appears to have been rendered shortly before the welfare recipient’s trial on her related criminal 
charges.  People v. Garcia, 39 Cal. 4th at 1075-77. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

If you believe that you are likely to prevail at the fair hearing, it is critical 
that you persuade the ALJ to make the necessary findings as to your client’s 
innocence (e.g., a finding that the welfare recipient made no 
misrepresentations or omissions on her/his  application for aid) so as to  
preclude a possible later prosecution for welfare fraud.  At the same time, 
you should consider whether you have a better chance of winning the fair 
hearing on other easier grounds, which, however, may not serve as a bar to 
possible criminal charges.  You should then discuss with your client the 
relative pluses and minuses of advancing these different defenses in the fair 
hearing. 

 

b. Restitution. 

Prior demand of restitution before filing criminal charges is no longer the rule in cases of 

welfare fraud involving failure to report not more than $2,000 of income or resources or failure 

to report the presence of additional person(s) in the household.101  The law requires that 

restitution be sought, but it is no longer handled in the criminal context – the demand for 

restitution may be made though a registered letter.102 

c. Consolidation of Charges. 

Sometimes the DA will charge welfare recipients with every imaginable offense.  As 

discussed previously, there are limits to which offenses can be charged and how many offenses 

can be charged. 

                                                 
101 WIC § 11483; People v. Preston, 43 Cal. App. 4th 450, 453-61 (1996) (discussing 

requirements of current version of WIC § 11483); People v. McGee, 19 Cal. 3d 948, 957-69 
(1977) (discussing requirements under earlier version of WIC § 11483, which required the DA 
or the DSS to make a demand for restitution prior to filing criminal charges). 

102 People v. Preston, 43 Cal. App. 4th at 457. 
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d. Statute of Limitations. 

In general, the statute of limitations is one year after the commission of a misdemeanor103 

and three years after the commission of a felony.104  But, when fraud is a material element of a 

felony, the limitation period does not begin to run until the discovery of the offense,105 and the 

statute of limitations is four years after discovery of the offense or completion of the offense, 

whichever is later.106  Because welfare fraud (as opposed to perjury) is often considered a 

continuing offense, the limitation period does not begin until completion of the entire 

wrongdoing course of conduct.107 

e. Lack of Specific Intent. 

The DA must prove that the recipient understood the rules and intended to deceive DSS.  

This specific intent to defraud requires a showing that the defendant knowingly made false 

representations, knowing or intending that the county would, as a result of those representations, 

provide welfare payments to which the defendant or her children were not entitled.108 

f. Violation of Constitutional Rights. 

When the police obtains evidence in violation of someone's constitutional rights, the 

court should suppress the illegally obtained evidence.109 

                                                 
103 Penal Code § 802(a). 
104 Penal Code § 801. 
105 Penal Code § 803(c). 
106 Penal Code § 801.5. 
107 People v. Keehley, 193 Cal. App. 3d 1381, 1386 (1987). 
108 People v. Faubus, 48 Cal. App. 3d 1, 6 (1975); see also People v. Viniegra, 130 

Cal.App.3d 577, 582-86 (1982) (specific intent required for perjury); Liparota v. U.S., 471 U.S. 
419, 423-34 (1985) (mens rea required for federal statute governing Food Stamp fraud). 

109 U.S. Const. amend. IV; Segura v. U.S., 468 U.S. 796, 806 (1984); U.S. v. 
DiCesare, 765 F. 2d 890, 898-99 (1985). 
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g. Eligibility on Other Grounds. 

A defendant who is guilty of not reporting all the necessary information may still want to 

argue that she is eligible for aid on some other basis.110  To give an illustration, a recipient gets 

aid due to the father's absence.  She intentionally fails to report that her husband is living in her 

home.  But, if the husband was unemployed or incapacitated during the relevant time period, 

there may be eligibility under a different basis, and, therefore, no overpayment or welfare fraud. 

D. Welfare Fraud Investigations. 

1. The Special Investigations Unit (SIU). 

The first step in any fraud investigation usually is referral to the Special Investigations 

Unit (SIU).111  The SIU is supposed to investigate suspected welfare fraud and suspected 

violations of law in connection with matters pertaining to the county welfare departments; it also 

operates as a liaison between the county welfare departments and law enforcement agencies.112  

The SIU “shall be a separate organization, independent of organizations performing eligibility 

and benefit determination functions.”113  However, a county can operate a program in which SIU 

investigators visit the homes of all applicants for CalWORK benefits and even conduct a “walk 

                                                 
110 People v. Ochoa, 231 Cal. App. 3d 1413, 1419-1425 (1991) (an element of the 

offense of welfare fraud is the "nonentitlement" to benefits). 
111 WIC §11486(j) provides that each county shall receive 12.5% of the actual state 

share of savings “resulting from the detection of fraud.”  DSS has defined these savings “as the 
amounts collected on client-caused (non-administrative error) CalWORKs overpayments.”  
ACIN I-58-98.  According to DSS, client-caused overpayments represent 70% of all 
overpayment collections.  ACIN I-58-98.  This policy on compensating the county for fraud 
detection could be subject to legal challenge since most overpayments that are caused by 
recipients are merely the product of mistake or confusion, not fraud.  Please contact Western 
Center for further information. 

112 MPP § 20-007.1. 
113 MPP § 20-007.21. 
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through” of the applicants’ homes to gather eligibility information to be turned over to eligibility 

workers.114 

In counties with large CalWORKs caseloads (over 1000 cases), the SIU is a separate unit 

within the county welfare department or another county agency, usually the DA’s office.115  

Counties with smaller CalWORKs caseloads designate one employee to be responsible for the 

functions of the SIU.116  The SIU includes first line supervisors and investigators, who are peace 

officers and whose primary duties are investigations of crimes involving public social 

services.117 

2. Early Fraud Prevention and Detection Programs. 

Since 1991, counties have the option of adopting “early fraud prevention and detection 

programs” for applicants for aid.118  An appellate court has ruled that a county’s program of 

home visits by eligibility workers to nearly all welfare applicants when the visits purportedly 

have a significant rehabilitative function in terms of helping recipients to obtain necessary 

supportive services is not an early fraud program.119  “The fact that eligibility workers are to be 

alert to obvious circumstances indicating that statements made in an application for benefits are 

untruthful, does not make the home visit a fraud investigation.”120 

                                                 
114 Sanchez v. County of San Diego, 464 F.3d 916, 918-20, 931 (9th Cir. 2006).  Over 

a lengthy dissent by Circuit Judge Fischer, the majority in Sanchez rejected challenges on 
constitutional, statutory and regulatory grounds to San Diego County’s program of home visits 
by SIU investigators, known as Project 100%. 

115 MPP §§ 20-007.111-.112, 20-007.21. 
116 MPP § 20-007.112. 
117 MPP § 20-007.113. 
118 WIC § 18902.5(a). 
119 Smith v. Board of Supervisors, 104 Cal. App. 4th 1104, 1111-13 and 1119-20 

(2002). 
120 Smith v. Board of Supervisors, 104 Cal. App. 4th at 1120. 
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Before a county can receive state funding for an early fraud program, DSS must approve 

its operating plan and determine that such a program will be cost-effective.121  Once approved, 

the state will pay 100% of the non-federal costs of administering these early fraud programs.122  

Most counties in California have early fraud programs. 

Under the early fraud program, a referral to SIU should occur when there are “reasonable 

grounds” to suspect a crime against a public social services program has occurred.123  These 

“reasonable grounds” are defined broadly to include the following:  (a) an overpayment may 

have resulted from an applicant's failure to report relevant information about eligibility; (b) “a 

questionable situation” exists as to eligibility and the applicant or third party will not cooperate 

in furnishing the necessary information; (c) the eligibility worker finds conflicting information 

that could affect eligibility or benefit amount and any further action could jeopardize the SIU 

investigator's efforts; and (d) receipt of an allegation of fraud from any governmental agency.124 

Applicants shall not be referred for a fraud investigation until they have completed and 

signed the application for aid.125  The county welfare department also cannot engage in any 

intimidation of applicants or recipients either by referral or threat of referral for a fraud 

investigation.126  Finally, the referral and investigation for fraud cannot delay the receipt of aid, 

including "immediate need payments," for eligible applicants and recipients.127 

                                                 
121 WIC § 18902.5(b), (c). 
122 WIC § 18906.7.  The federal government previously provided matching funds for 

the operation of these programs.  45 CFR § 235.111(d). 
123 WIC § 18902.5(d)(7); MPP § 20-004.1; ACL 01-51, ACL 02-60, ACL 04-25; 

ACIN I-04-06 at 1-2. 
124 WIC § 18902.5(d)(6), (d)(7); MPP 44-352.511. 
125 WIC § 18902.5(d)(2). 
126 WIC § 18902.5(d)(1). 
127 WIC § 18902.5(d)(3). 
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3. Other Referrals to the SIU. 

A county welfare department can refer a recipient to the SIU at any time, whether before, 

during, or after efforts to recoup the overpayment.  A recipient has no right to request a fair 

hearing on a referral to the SIU if she has not been assessed an overpayment.128  Thus, in some 

counties, efforts to recoup an overpayment are deferred so that the SIU can investigate a case for 

possible crimes. 

The reasons for referring a recipient to the SIU are virtually the same as those for 

applicants (e.g., reasonable grounds to believe that an overpayment “may result from the 

recipient’s failure to report information pertinent to eligibility or benefits”).129  County 

employees may also refer a case to the SIU where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that 

any part of the CalWORKs grant is being willfully and knowingly used to support another 

person besides the needy children and the caretaker.130 

                                                 
128 Madrid v. McMahon, 183 Cal. App. 3d 151 (1986).  Yet, in Administrative 

Hearing Decision No. 99159184, the ALJ ordered Nevada County to send a notice of action to 
the claimant when the county had filed criminal charges against the claimant for an alleged 
overissuance of more than $2,000 in Food Stamps, the criminal charges of welfare fraud were 
based on a factual analysis prepared by the eligibility worker, and this factual analysis was the 
same as what the eligibility worker would have done for purposes of sending out a notice of 
action.  A copy of this decision is available from the Western Center. 

129 MPP §§ 20-004.11-.17. 
130 MPP §§ 20-101 et seq.  Such a referral shall set forth the basis for the suspected 

misuse of funds, such as the length of time the person has been living in the home and the length 
of time the person’s income has been insufficient to meet her needs.  MPP §§ 20-101.221-.227.  
Both the person and the caretaker are required to receive oral and written notice that continued 
misuse of funds may subject them to criminal prosecution under WIC § 11480.  MPP § 20-
101.21. 
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4. Conduct of SIU Investigation. 

To determine whether a crime has been committed, the SIU gathers evidence from a 

variety of sources, such as computerized searches of income records and contacts with 

neighbors.  The SIU can access all county welfare department files and all relevant personnel.131 

SIU investigators are subject to certain limitations on how they conduct their 

investigations:  (a) interviews shall be free of any threats, duress, force or misrepresentations; (b) 

home visits shall be made during "reasonable hours of normal family activity" and mass or 

indiscriminate home visits are prohibited;132 and (c) any search of premises and removal of 

property is prohibited without the recipient's knowing consent or a valid search warrant.133  In 

general, investigations must comply with due process of law and respect the constitutional rights 

of applicants and recipients.134 

Since the information gathered by SIU can be used in a criminal prosecution, CalWORKs 

recipients may be entitled to invoke their constitutional right against self-incrimination.  

Recipients must cooperate in verifying current eligibility or they will be cut off aid.135  However, 

there is no requirement to cooperate in verifying eligibility for past months.136  The SIU 

                                                 
131 MPP § 20-007.32. 
132 Yet this prohibition against mass or indiscriminate homes visits does not cover 

visits to the homes of nearly all welfare applicants by either eligibility workers or SIU 
investigators  and even though they have no individualized suspicion of wrongdoing.  See Smith 
v. Board of Supervisors, 104 Cal.App.4th 1104; See also Sanchez v. County of San Diego, 464 
F.3d 916. 

133 MPP § 20-007.33. 
134 MPP § 20-007.33. 
135 MPP § 40-105.1. 
136 The exception is when it is a state or federal Quality Control (QC) review.  QC 

reviews are random audits of cases done to monitor the county's and state's performance and 
compliance with federal law.  If a recipient refuses to cooperate with the QC review, the entire 
family is ineligible for CalWORKs.  MPP § 40-203.1.  However, QC reviews are very rare, 
whereas SIU investigations are not. 
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investigators are trying to understand the facts, get access to bank records, and get sworn 

statements from the recipients.   

 

PRACTICE TIP 

If your client intentionally failed to report something that probably caused an 
overpayment (or even if she did so unintentionally), you should advise her of 
her constitutional right to remain silent and to not cooperate with the SIU 
investigation. 

 

If there is clear and convincing evidence, the SIU will file a request for prosecution with 

the DA’s office.137  Once the suspected welfare fraud case is turned over to the DA, there can be 

a criminal trial or court proceeding. 

5. The Criminal Process. 

The DA can charge a recipient in various ways.  The charges can be mailed with an order 

to appear.  Failure to appear will result in arrest and possible additional charges for the failure to 

appear.  Alternatively, a recipient can be arrested and transported to jail for booking.  A friend or 

relative may contact an attorney concerning motions to obtain the pretrial release from custody 

of the recipient. 

The ensuing criminal proceeding depends upon whether the individual is charged with a 

felony or misdemeanor.  It is beyond the scope of this manual to review the pretrial proceedings 

of a criminal case. 

 

                                                 
137 MPP §§ 20-007.35, 20-352.13.  MPP § 20-201 generally provides that the county 

welfare department should promptly refer any case to the prosecuting authority where there are 
reasonable grounds to suspect that a material misrepresentation was “willfully and knowingly 
made” even if (a) the material representation was not under oath or under penalty of perjury, and 
(b) the falsity of the statement was uncovered before the issuance of an overpayment. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

If your client has already been arraigned on charges of welfare fraud, you 
should immediately contact the client’s criminal defense attorney (usually a 
public defender) so that the two of you can formulate a joint strategy to 
represent your client.  Most criminal lawyers have little understanding of the 
welfare laws and so may be predisposed to view your client’s case as being 
worse than it actually is. 

 

Advocates often have clients who are currently being investigated for welfare fraud but 

have not been yet been indicted and so they have not been assigned a public defender to 

represent them.  In those situations, advocates should still try to contact someone in the public 

defender’s office to develop a joint approach in anticipation of the client’s forthcoming 

indictment on charges of welfare fraud. 

If advocates want to obtain statistical information about their counties’ efforts to 

investigate and prosecute welfare fraud, they should send a request to their county or DSS 

pursuant to the Public Records Act (Government Code §§ 6250 et seq.) for copies of the Fraud 

Investigation Activity Reports.  Each county is required to prepare these monthly reports with 

statistics on, among other thing, the total number of requests for fraud investigation, the different 

types of suspected welfare fraud (e.g., unreported income, forgery), the results of these fraud 

investigations (e.g., benefits denied or reduced, allegation unfounded, referred for criminal 

prosecution) and the results of criminal prosecutions for welfare fraud. 
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Chapter XIII: Administrative Appeals and Fair Hearings 
 

This chapter summarizes administrative appeals and fair hearings.1  It does not deal with 

writs, which are covered in Chapter XIV, or Administrative Disqualification Hearings convened 

by the county when fraud is alleged, which are discussed in Chapter XII. 

A. Appeals and the State Hearing System - A Brief Overview. 

In order to challenge a county action, a recipient or applicant usually files for a "fair 

hearing," a part of the administrative appeals system.2  As explained in Section C.1 of this 

chapter, applicants and recipients can request hearings regarding any adverse action taken by the 

county.  Individuals who request a fair hearing are called “claimants” in the state regulations.3 

The California Department of Social Services (DSS) is in charge of the administrative 

appeals system.  Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) who handle the fair hearings are state 

employees, not county employees.4  The ALJs and the county and state welfare departments are 

responsible for conducting fair and impartial hearings.5  DSS handles oral and written hearing 

requests and requests for postponements, schedules hearings, issues hearing decisions and 

oversees county compliance with hearing decisions. 

• county appeals workers 

Specialized county workers called "appeals workers" who have not previously been 

involved in the case prepare and present cases on behalf of the CWD.6  They contact the 

                                                 
1 A brief discussion regarding Civil Rights Complaints is included in Section E 

below. 
2 MPP § 22-003.1.  See Appendix C for a fair hearing request form and a flyer.  

Hearings can also be requested by calling the toll-free number (800-952-5253) or by mailing a 
written request. MPP § 22-004.1. 

3 MPP § 22-001(c)(2). 
4 WIC § 10953.5. 
5 MPP §§ 22-000.1, 22-001(a)(2), 22-001(s)(1), 22-049.2. See also  42 USC. 

§ 602(a)(1)(B)(iii); 45 CFR 205.10(a)(9) (fair hearings). 
6 MPP §§ 22-001(c)(7), 22-073.13.  Appeals workers are called "county 

representatives" in the regulations. 
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claimant to clarify the issues being appealed, determine whether the county action was correct, 

prepare written statements laying out the county's position and evidence prior to the hearing and 

represent the county at the hearing.7  Because they are experienced workers, they often agree to 

correct errors made by the county to avoid any unnecessary hearings.8  Appeals workers are also 

responsible for assisting the claimant by providing any evidence or regulations that may be 

favorable to the claimant.9 

• authorized representatives 

Legal aid paralegals and attorneys often represent CalWORKs families in state hearings; 

when doing so, they are called authorized representatives.10  Claimants have a right to appoint an 

authorized representative, but if one cannot be found there is no right to court appointed legal 

representation.  Most CalWORKs families are not represented at state hearings and there is no 

requirement that they have an authorized representative.11  An authorized representative does not 

have to be an attorney or a paralegal.  A relative, friend or other spokesperson may represent the 

claimant.12 

Representation usually involves interviewing the claimant, identifying the legal problem, 

making the hearing request, following up on aid paid pending problems, reviewing the 

CalWORKs case file, negotiating with the county, submitting additional evidence, preparing the 

recipient for the hearing, attending the hearing and following up on the county's implementation 

of the hearing decision.  This chapter addresses in greater detail each of these steps and how to 

handle most hearings. 

                                                 
7 MPP §§ 22-001(c)(7), 22-073.2. 
8 Typically, this is done by agreeing to a "conditional withdrawal."  The applicant 

withdraws the hearing request if the county corrects its mistake.  See Section D.3.d, below.  MPP 
§§ 22-001(c)(7), 22-073.23, 22-073.231. 

9 MPP § 22-073.232(c). 
10 MPP §§ 22-001(a)(6), 22-085. 
11 MPP § 22-085.1. 
12 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(3)(iii); MPP §§ 22-001(a)(6)(A), 22-085.22. 
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B. Notices of Action. 

Counties are required to give advance written notice to CalWORKs recipients before 

reducing or terminating aid.13  The notice of action (NOA) must be language-compliant14  as 

well as “timely” and “adequate,”15 including a citation of the regulations the county is relying 

upon.  Sometimes the county fails to give notice or the notice does not meet the legal 

requirements for adequacy and timeliness.  Even without a NOA, clients can still request a 

hearing.16  Appendix C contains a form for use to request hearings even when no NOA has been 

issued.  In such cases advocates can get the reduction or termination reversed.17  In reading the 

following section, always keep in mind that if the notice does not meet the legal requirements, it 

is not valid and the claimant should win the case (at least until a valid notice is issued).18  

Advocating for the claimant when an inadequate notice is at issue is  most valuable when s/he 

can make a strong argument on the merits at the hearing.  If the family is clearly ineligible, 

however, challenging the notice may only make the overpayment larger. 

                                                 
13 Regulations requiring notice and opportunity for hearing stem from the Supreme 

Court case of Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970). 
14 MPP § 21-115.2.  Individuals who speak a language other than English can 

choose the language in which that they want to receive notices and program information.  MPP 
§§ 21-116.21, 2201(l)(1).  If the DSS translates the notices or information in the individual’s 
language, the county must provide this written information to the individual in her/his language 
in order for the NOA to be language-compliant.  MPP § 22-001(l)(1)(a).  For written material 
that DSS does not translate into the individual’s language, the county must provide an interpreter 
to translate the written material orally to the individual in her/his language.  MPP § 22-
001(l)(1)(b). 

15 MPP § 22-071, 22-072. 
16 MPP § 22-009.11. 
17 MPP § 22-071 (listing situations requiring adequate notice); MPP § 22-072 

(describing when situations requiring timely and adequate notice is required). 
18 Alternatively if the notice is not language-compliant or adequate, the ALJ can 

postpone the hearing while the county issues a new notice.  The claimant should get aid paid 
pending until the new hearing.  MPP §§ 22-049.522, 22-049.523. 
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1. Timely/Advance Notice. 

Notice must be mailed to the CalWORKs family at least 10 days before the date of the 

proposed reduction or termination, also called the effective date of action.19  The ten days does 

not include the date of mailing or the effective date of the action.20  For example, if the county 

wants to discontinue aid on April 1, the NOA must be mailed no later than March 21.  Generally, 

the effective date of action is the first day of the following month and termination and reduction 

notices are mailed on the 20th or 21st.  See below for actions not requiring timely notice. 

2. Adequate Notice. 

The notice must also be language-compliant21 and contain certain information to be 

considered adequate.22  The notice must be in writing and must state:  (1) the proposed action; 

(2) the reasons for the proposed action; (3) the regulations upon which the action is based; (4) 

how to obtain aid paid pending the hearing; (5) an explanation of the claimant's right to request a 

fair hearing, and (6) directions for requesting a state hearing.23  Although all notices are 

supposed to be in clear, non-technical language,24 many notices are so complex that they are 

incomprehensible to non-professionals.  Counties generally use computerized forms that contain 

the regulation sections at the bottom of the page and the standard hearing request form on the 

back.25  Any handwritten or typed NOAs should be carefully examined to be sure they contain 

all the required elements of language-compliant and adequate notice. 

                                                 
19 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(4)(i)(A); MPP §§ 22-072.1, 22-001(t)(1). 
20 MPP § 22-072.4. 
21 MPP § 22-001(l)(1). 
22 MPP §§ 22-071, 22-001(a)(1). 
23 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(4)(i)(B); MPP §§ 22-071, 22-001(a)(1). 
24 MPP § 22-071.4.  Pursuant to the settlement reached in Turner v. McMahon, DSS 

is required to consult with and send drafts of notices to representatives of CalWORKs recipients 
in order to make sure that the notices are understandable.  For more information about the 
Turner review process, contact Western Center. 

25 MPP § 22-071.3. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

If a notice is not language-compliant or adequate, an ALJ will postpone the 
county action26 and/or the claimant may be able to file after 90 days has 
expired and still get the hearing.27 

 

3. Actions Requiring Adequate and Timely/Advance Notice. 

The county must send an adequate and timely notice before any adverse action - 

discontinuing, suspending, canceling, decreasing a grant or changing to vendor payments.28  If 

the NOA is not language-compliant or adequate, the proposed reduction or termination will be 

reversed by an ALJ and aid paid pending shall be awarded.29 

4. Actions Requiring Only Adequate Notice. 

Although the following actions require adequate notice, advance notice is not required:  

(1) the county does not know the whereabouts of the recipient and mail has been returned by the 

post office indicating no forwarding address; (2) the county has made a finding of money 

mismanagement by the recipient; (3) the family has been granted aid in another county; (4) the 

person has died; (5) the person has asked to have aid discontinued; (6) the person has entered a 

mental hospital or other institution; (7) the child has been removed from the home by the 

juvenile court; (8) time-limited benefits have ended and the family was notified when aid was 

granted that benefits were time-limited.30 

 

                                                 
26 Alternatively, the claimant may waive the notice and proceed with the hearing.  

MPP § 22-049.522. 
27 MPP § 22-009.11. 
28 Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970); 45 CFR §§ 206.10(a)(7), 206.10(a)(4); 

MPP § 22-072.1. 
29 WIC § 10967; MPP § 22-049.523. 
30 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(4)(ii); MPP § 22-072.2. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

Even when advance notice is not required, if the family asks for a state 
hearing within 10 days of the NOA, the family is entitled to aid paid 
pending.31 

 

C. Right to a Fair Hearing. 

All fair hearings begin with a request challenging some action or inaction by the welfare 

office.  This section provides a discussion of the mechanics and consequences of requesting an 

administrative review. 

1. Issues That May be Appealed. 

All recipients and applicants have a right to dispute any county action regarding the 

CalWORKs grant (including work requirements) or application, by requesting a state hearing.32  

A hearing may be requested by a recipient, an applicant, a caretaker relative, a guardian, a 

sponsor of an alien or the representative of the estate of a deceased applicant or recipient.33  A 

recipient may appeal the beginning date of aid, the grant amount, an application denial, a 

suspension, a discontinuance, exemption from work requirements, terms of the welfare-to-work 

plan, sanctions, overpayments, overpayment recoupment through grant reduction or balancing, 

immediate need denial, change of payment to vendor payments or protective payments, etc.34  

                                                 
31 MPP § 22-072.3.  However, no aid paid pending is granted if the issue is 

mismanagement of CalWORKs funds based on non-payment of rent.  MPP § 22-072.31.  See 
Section C.5 below on Aid Paid Pending. 

32 45 CFR §§ 205.10(a)(5), 205.10(a)(12); WIC § 10950; MPP § 22-003.  Note that 
the state regulations narrow this to provide that the recipient has a right to a hearing if the county 
action requires adequate notice.  This includes all reductions in aid and terminations.  The list of 
actions requiring adequate notice is found at MPP § 22-071.1.  The state statute confers a right to 
hearing if the applicant or recipient is dissatisfied with any county action relating to application 
or receipt of aid.  WIC § 10950. 

33 WIC §§ 10950, 10965; MPP § 22-001(c)(2). 
34 If a recipient or applicant prevails at the hearing level, the ALJ cannot award pre-

judgment interest.  See Am. Fed’n of Labor v. Unemployment Ins. Appeals Bd., 13 Cal4th 1017 
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However, the right to a state hearing when the grant has been adjusted due to changes in the law 

is limited to whether the math was done correctly (the correctness of the grant computation).35  A 

common complaint that is not appealable is the assignment of a particular worker to a recipient’s 

case. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Clients who feel they are not being treated with courtesy and respect by their 
workers should be encouraged to use the request for review process36 or the 
civil rights complaints procedure.37 

 

2. Timely Hearing Requests. 

To be valid, the hearing request must be made within 90 calendar days of the action 

being appealed.38  However, the hearing may be made beyond the 90 days, up to 180 days, if the 

individual had good cause for not filing within the 90 days.39  Good cause may be granted in a 

case where a person was hospitalized and did not access her/his mail until after the 90 day 

deadline had lapsed, for example. 

Generally, the 90 days begins with the date the NOA is mailed.40  However, if there is no 

notice or the notice is not adequate or language-compliant, the usual 90-day limit does not bar a 

                                                                                                                                                       
(1996) (disapproving Knight v. McMahon, 26 Cal.App.4th 747 (1994), in which the court 
awarded prejudgment interest to prevailing claimant in welfare hearing). 

35 WIC § 10950; MPP § 22-003.12.  See also 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(5).  Note that in 
Woods v. Superior Court, 28 Cal.3d 668 (1981), the California Supreme Court found that the 
hearing process may be used to challenge state regulations that conflict with state or federal law. 

36 MPP §§ 22-100 et seq. 
37 MPP § 21-203.  See Section E below. 
38 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(5)(iii); WIC § 10951(a); MPP § 22-009.1. 
39 WIC § 10951(b). 
40 MPP § 22-009.11. 
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later request.41  Advocates have been able to get hearings for old problems when a worker failed 

to treat a complaint as a hearing request or when a person was talked out of a request by a 

worker.42  ALJs have found that such action negates the NOA or “estops” the county from 

asserting the time limitations.43  If the hearing is requested to dispute the amount of aid, the 

family has a right to challenge aid for the 90 days.  If the timeliness44 of the hearing request is an 

issue, both the issue45 of timeliness and the substantive issues under appeal are discussed at the 

hearing.46 

 

EXAMPLE 

Penelope had a baby in June 2007.  The county refused to add the baby to the 
grant.  Her worker told Penelope that the grant would not increase because 
the MFG rule applied (see Chapter IV for more about MFG), but the county 
never sent a NOA.  No matter how many months have passed since the 
baby’s birth, a hearing is timely if the county failed to provide written notice. 

 

Note that even if timely notice was given and the recipient or applicant failed to appeal 

within 90 days, s/he can still appeal later if the same situation or denial is ongoing.47 

 

                                                 
41 Morales v. McMahon, 223 Cal.App.3d 184 (1990); MPP § 22-009.11. 
42 Contact Western Center for copies of hearing decisions on these issues. 
43 See Chapter XI for a discussion of estoppel in the context of overpayments. 
44 MPP § 22-009.2. 
45 MPP §§ 22-054.32, 22-009.  If the hearing request is found not to be  timely, it 

means that if the claimant misses the deadline without a good cause, no matter how good the 
underlying case, the judge will not be able to hear it. 

46 MPP § 22-049.53.  If both the county and the claimant agree, a hearing can be 
held on the jurisdictional question only and the ALJ will decide it within 10 days.  If the ruling is 
that the hearing request was timely, a second hearing is scheduled within 10 days.  MPP § 22-
049.532. Besides situations where the county and claimant agree, the ALJ can also hold a 
hearing on the jurisdictional question on her/his own motion.  MPP § 22-049.532. 

47 MPP § 22-009.2.  The individual may also appeal beyond the 90 day deadline 
with good cause.  WIC § 10951(b). 
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EXAMPLE 

Penelope, from the prior example, did get timely notice in June 2007 that the 
baby would not be added to the grant.  She can still appeal the application of 
the MFG rule in June 2008, but any back benefits she is owed may be limited 
to 90 days before the hearing request. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

In order to avoid a timeliness issue, always have the claimant appeal in 
writing while in your office and mail it off (or call).  The claimant can 
always withdraw a request if it is not needed.  Also advise the claimant to 
reapply immediately in case he or s/he loses the hearing. 

 

3. How to Make the Fair Hearing Request. 

The hearing request may be made either in writing or by calling the  California 

Department of Social Services in Sacramento.48  The toll-free number for requesting a state 

hearing orally is 800-952-5253.  Because of problems inherent in all verbal communications, and 

because the telephones in the office are often busy, CalWORKs families should be encouraged 

to make all hearing requests in writing.49  The back of every NOA contains directions for 

requesting a state hearing, the phone number of the state hearings office for oral hearing requests 

and a form for written hearing requests.50  In addition, counties have the duty to assist recipients 

in filing hearing requests.51  The filing date of a written hearing request is the date of the 

postmark.52 

                                                 
48 MPP § 22-004. 
49 In addition, the state workers who accept oral hearing requests are also 

responsible for handling "reviews."  This can result in confusion with the recipient thinking a 
hearing has been requested and the state worker considering it a "review" only.  This can be 
avoided by filing written hearing requests.  MPP §§ 22-004.2, 22-105. 

50 A copy of the hearing request form found on the back of the NOA is included in 
Appendix C. 

51 MPP §§ 22-004.211, 22-000.13. 
52 MPP § 22-001(f)(1)(A)(1). 
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PRACTICE TIP 

Advocates should show clients how to fill out a hearing request so they can 
do it themselves in the future.  Remember that a hearing can be requested 
even without a NOA. 

 

4. Notice of the Fair Hearing. 

Notice of the time, date and place of the hearing is mailed to the claimant by the state at 

least 10 days before the hearing.53  Hearings are held in the county in which the claimant is 

currently living.54  If the dispute is with a different county, the case file or a certified copy and 

position statement are forwarded to the county in which the claimant is living.55  Claimants who 

are unable to attend the hearing because of health problems are entitled to a home hearing.56  If 

the claimant agrees, the hearing may also be conducted by telephone or video conference.57 

5. Aid Paid Pending A Fair Hearing. 

If CalWORKs families request a hearing immediately (before the threatened change to 

the grant begins) they may block the proposed reduction or termination of aid until a hearing 

decision is made.58  If they do this they will continue to receive their full grant.59  This is called 

                                                 
53 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(8); WIC § 10952; MPP § 22-045.3. 
54 MPP § 22-045.1.  Hearing requests made by people living outside California or 

inmates of institutions are handled  in the same manner as other requests for a state hearing, 
except that in the event the claimant is unable to attend the hearing or appoint a representative, 
the hearing is conducted by telephone.  MPP § 22-056.1. 

55 MPP § 22-077.13. 
56 MPP § 22-045.11.  The Administration Adjudication Division may request 

medical documentation.  MPP § 22-045.12. 
57 MPP § 22-045.13.  The ALJ may terminate a telephone hearing at the request of 

either party or on her/his own motion if the ALJ determines that the claimant’s right to due 
process is being prejudiced by the telephone hearing procedure.  MPP § 22-045.132. 

58 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(6)(i); MPP § 22-072.5.  However, if the family’s 
circumstances change and this change would cause an increase in the family’s grant, the county 
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aid paid pending the hearing, or aid paid pending.  Keep in mind this applies to recipients, not 

applicants.  This right is extremely important because CalWORKs families usually do not have 

sufficient savings to pay the rent if their CalWORKs is terminated with only a few days notice.  

If it turns out that the proposed reduction or termination was correct, the amount paid out as aid 

pending is collected later as an overpayment.60 

The recipient qualifies for aid paid pending if her/his hearing request is postmarked 

before the effective date of action.61  If the effective date of the action is a Saturday, Sunday or 

holiday, the deadline is extended to the next working day.62  Since counties must mail the notice 

ten days in advance, the family usually has about one week to make the hearing request. Hearing 

requests made after the effective date of action are valid, but the county will apply the proposed 

reduction or termination.63 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Always have the claimant file an appeal in writing or by phone while in your 
office.  If no NOA was issued, always have the claimant request aid paid 
pending. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
can adjust the grant.  MPP § 22-072.8.  In other words, the county may make appropriate 
changes in the claimant’s grant (after timely and adequate notice) while a hearing is pending, so 
long as the factual basis for the proposed changes is different than that at issue in the pending 
hearing. 

59 Aid paid pending applies to cash aid (MPP § 22-072.5), CalWORKs child care 
benefits (MPP § 47-420.32), but not CalWORKs transportation and ancillary supportive services 
(MPP §§ 42-750.213, 22-072.5). 

60 See Chapter XI for more on overpayments.  Even if the amount paid as aid paid 
pending is later collected, it is collected only at a maximum rate of 10% a month. WIC § 
11004(c); MPP §§ 44-352.41 - .42; see also Chapter XI. 

61 MPP §§ 22-072.5, 22-001(f)(1). 
62 Gov. Code §§ 6700 et seq.; MPP §§ 22-002, 22-001(h)(1). 
63 MPP § 22-073.12.  If there is a favorable hearing decision aid will be restored, but 

this could take months. 
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Once aid paid pending is granted, it continues until:  a hearing decision is issued, the 

hearing is withdrawn or conditionally withdrawn, the recipient fails to appear at the hearing, the 

recipient voluntarily and knowingly waives aid paid pending, or the hearing is postponed without 

good cause.64  In addition, if the ALJ finds that the issue being appealed is one of law, rather 

than application of the law, aid paid pending ceases.65 

 

EXAMPLE 

Anne’s grandmother gives her a car so that Anne will have reliable 
transportation to work.  Anne subsequently receives a NOA that her benefits 
are being discontinued because her car puts her over the resource limits (see 
Chapter III for more on vehicle valuation and resource limits).  Anne 
requests a fair hearing and aid paid pending.  At the hearing, Anne tells the 
ALJ that she does not dispute that the car is worth what the county believes it 
is worth, but rather that she does not think that the car rule is a good policy 
because without reliable transportation, CalWORKs recipients have a 
difficult time keeping jobs.  The ALJ finds that Anne is appealing an issue of 
law, rather than an application of the law. (Note that Anne is permitted to 
argue that the car regulation is inconsistent with state or federal law.) 

 

In cases of non-appearance and conditional withdrawal,66 aid paid pending is reinstated if 

the hearing request is reinstated.67  The county is required to issue aid paid pending within five 

working days of receiving the request for hearing.68 

6. Expedited Hearings. 

Some hearings regarding emergency benefits, such as CalWORKs Immediate Need and 

Homeless Assistance,69 may be scheduled on an expedited basis.70  Expedited hearings are 

                                                 
64 MPP § 22-072.6. 
65 45 CFR 205.10(a)(6)(i)(A); MPP § 22-072.62. 
66 See Section D.3.d below for an explanation of conditional withdrawals. 
67 MPP § 22-072.61. 
68 MPP § 22-073.11. 
69 See Chapter IV for more on Immediate Need and Homeless Assistance. 
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scheduled within ten working days of the request, the statement of position must be available on 

the day of the hearing, and the ALJ will issue a decision on the case within five working days 

from the date of the hearing.71  All other due process and hearing rules are the same as for non-

expedited hearings. 

D. Representing Clients in the Fair Hearing Process. 

Representation can be broken down into three areas:  1) preparing the case for 

negotiation and hearing, 2) the fair hearing, and 3) follow through on the negotiated settlement 

or the fair hearing decision.  This section addresses each of these areas in detail.  The following 

chart provides a road map to most case handling.  Keep in mind that while most cases will 

follow this checklist, sometimes the order will change and steps may be repeated while refining 

the legal theory. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
70 All County Appeals Letter, Expedited State Hearings (January 19, 2004), 

available at http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/lettersnotices/entres/getinfo/coletters/pdf/ 
ExpeditedHearingACL.PDF; also on file with Western Center. 

71 All County Appeals Letter re Expedited Hearings, dated January 19, 2004. 
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CHECKLIST FOR HANDLING A FAIR HEARING 

 Interview client and other witnesses; 
 Identify the legal issues; 

 a. check the NOA 
 b. research the law and check the regulations; 

 Make hearing request as soon as possible; 
 Have client reapply, if appropriate; 
 Follow up on any Aid Paid Pending problems; 
 Review client’s CalWORKs file at the welfare department; 
 Refine legal analysis; 
 Negotiate with the county appeals worker; 
 Write a brief (position statement); 
 Prepare client and witnesses for the hearing; 
 Obtain the county’s position statement at least two days before 

hearing (or request a postponement if the county’s position 
statement is not ready); 

 Prepare/organize evidence for the hearing; 
 Attend the hearing/submit brief; 
 Follow-up on the county's compliance with the conditional 

withdrawal or hearing decision. 
 Reopen the case, if necessary. 

 

1. Preparing for the Fair Hearing. 

Fair hearing preparation consists of developing the facts and legal theory of the case and 

negotiating with the county. 

a. Collecting the Facts in Preparing The Case. 

The first step in preparing any case is to thoroughly interview the client and any 

witnesses.  In addition, review the county file and talk to the county representative. 
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i. Access to Files and Documents. 

The claimant has a right to review (during regular working hours) the CalWORKs case 

file and all documents to be used at the hearing, prior to the hearing and during the hearing.72  

The claimant is entitled to free, or at cost, copies of regulations pertinent to her/his case.73 

ii. The County’s Statement of Position. 

The county’s position statement explains the county's action including the factual and 

legal basis for it.74  Usually the necessary regulations are attached to the county position 

statement, which is given to the claimant free of charge.75   The claimant is entitled to pick up 

the county position statement two working days before the hearing.76  Counties sometimes miss 

this deadline.  If the statement is not available, the hearing can be postponed for cause and aid 

paid pending will continue.77 

iii. Subpoenas. 

In gathering the facts, you might need a subpoena to help a witness get time off from 

work to attend a hearing or to get records from a company, bank or other entity.  Upon the 

request of either the claimant or the county, the hearings office will issue a subpoena for the 

appearance of an unwilling witness, or a subpoena duces tecum for the production of 

documents.78  However, the party requesting the subpoena is responsible for serving it.79  Any 

                                                 
72 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(13)(i); WIC §§ 10850.2, 11206; MPP §§ 22-051.1, 22-051.2, 

22-073.35.  However, the county may remove any privileged information prior to review, unless 
the claimant is the holder of the privilege.  MPP § 22-051.11. 

73 MPP § 22-051.3.  The county may charge reasonable copy costs in CalWORKs, 
but must provide copies free for cases involving food stamps issues.  MPP § 22-051.31. 

74 MPP § 22-073.251. 
75 WIC § 10952.5; MPP §§ 22-073.251, 22-049.8. 
76 WIC § 10952.5; MPP § 22-073.252. 
77 MPP § 22-053.113(f). 
78 MPP §§ 22-051.4 - .5. 
79 MPP § 22-051.6. 
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subpoenaed witness is entitled to witness and mileage fees at the same rate as allowed under 

state law.80 

iv. Postponements. 

In preparing for a hearing, you may find you need more time to gather evidence or 

contact witnesses to be ready to present the case.  A CalWORKs  claimant has the right to 

postpone the hearing only for good cause.81  Good cause includes:  no county position paper 

available two working days before the hearing; personal illness or injury; death in the family; 

traffic accident on the day of the hearing; lack of transportation emergencies that prevent the 

claimant from appearing; or a conflicting court appearance that cannot be postponed.82  If there 

is no good cause, the request to postpone is denied.83  Aid paid pending continues when a 

postponement is granted.84 

Postponements can only be granted by the ALJ or the state hearings office.  

Postponements are granted on the condition that the claimant sign a waiver of the 90-day 

deadline for issuing a decision.85  Generally, the waiver is a 30-day extension of the deadline.86  

Postponements at the request of the county are extremely rare.87  The ALJ has the discretion to 

                                                 
80 MPP § 22-052.  Claimants do not have to pay witness fees and mileage to 

witnesses whom they have subpoenaed to appear at the hearing.  Instead, when these witnesses 
appear at the hearing, they can demand payment for witness fees and mileage from DSS on a 
form specified by DSS.  MPP § 22-052.1. 

81 WIC § 10957; MPP § 22-053.112.  Note that hearings involving Food Stamp 
issues can be postponed once on the claimant’s request for any reason.  MPP § 22-053.1. 

82 WIC § 10952.5; MPP § 22-053.113. 
83 MPP § 22-053.112. 
84 MPP § 22-053.4. 
85 MPP § 22-053.3. 
86 MPP § 22-053.3. 
87 MPP § 22-053.12. 
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postpone the hearing for any other reason.88  Any postponement granted on behalf of the county 

or by the Chief ALJ is a postponement with good cause.89 

b. Developing and Analyzing the Legal Theory. 

In addition to collecting the facts and organizing evidence for use in negotiations or a 

hearing, you need to figure out the legal issues and theory of the case.  Usually the NOA will 

state the issue and reference the appropriate regulations.  This is a good place to start.  Begin by 

reviewing the regulations cited in the NOA.  Use this manual to find the applicable regulations 

and statutes.  Compare the state or federal law and regulations make sure they are consistent.  If 

the regulatory authority seems wrong or incomplete, spend some time reading the regulations 

statutes and any cases you find.  Talk to others in your office about the case.  Call Western 

Center or other back-up centers for guidance and to discuss strategy.  Outline your legal theory 

or argument and look at the facts you have gathered.  Do they help or hurt your case?  Think 

about other facts you might need to know and go about gathering them. 

i. Writing a Position Statement (Brief) for the Hearing. 

It is very useful, especially in complex cases, to submit briefs.  Writing a brief will also 

force you to think through your case,90 so it is important to prepare the first draft as early as 

possible.  The brief should be submitted at the end of the hearing while on the record.91  

Sometimes ALJs will hold open a case to allow briefing, but are not required to.92 

                                                 
88 MPP § 22-053.13. 
89 MPP §§ 22-053.122, 22-053.132. 
90 Sample briefs on file with Western Center. 
91 If you have a case that is complex and raises mainly legal (as opposed to factual) 

issues, consider giving your brief to the ALJ early by handing it to the receptionist when 
checking in for the hearing. 

92 MPP § 22-053.21. 
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c. Negotiating, Fact Finding and Settling Cases With the County. 

After you have a well-developed theory of the case, you should contact the county 

appeals worker to see if you can settle the case.  Many cases settle prior to the hearing through 

“withdrawals” and “conditional withdrawals.”93  Talking to the county appeals worker before the 

hearing also allows for fact gathering and for getting the county’s view of the case. 

2. The Conduct of the Fair Hearing.94 

The hearing is informal, with four exceptions:  (1) anyone who testifies must swear or 

affirm to tell the truth; (2) the hearing is tape recorded; and (3) the hearing decision is in writing; 

and (4) neither the county nor the claimant is allowed to discuss the case with the ALJ outside 

the presence of the other party.95  Either the claimant or her/his authorized representative must 

attend the hearing.96 

Generally the hearing begins with the ALJ explaining the hearing procedure, confirming 

issues to be decided at the hearing97 and administering oaths to everyone who plans to testify.98  

The county then presents its position, presents any witnesses and possibly questions the 

claimant.99  The claimant then has an opportunity to make an oral or written argument, present 

witnesses and cross-examine the county witnesses.100  Usually the ALJ asks clarifying questions 

throughout the hearing.  The ALJ may exclude witnesses during the testimony of other 

                                                 
93 See Sections D.3.c and d below. 
94 See generally DSS State Hearings Division, Administrative Law Judge Bench 

Book, available at http://www.cdss.ca.gov/shd/docs/bench.pdf; also on file with Western Center 
(sets out procedures ALJs should follow). 

95 WIC §§ 10955, 10956; MPP §§ 22-049.3 - .4, 22-049.82. 
96 MPP § 22-049.11. 
97 WIC § 10958.1; MPP § 22-050.11.  The issues must be either reasonably related 

to the hearing request, or both the county and the claimant must agree prior to the hearing to 
discuss the new issue.  MPP § 22-049.5. 

98 MPP § 22-049.3. 
99 MPP § 22-073.3. 
100 MPP § 22-049.7. 
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witnesses.101  The ALJ may also postpone the hearing to bring another county involved in the 

case into the proceedings, if necessary.102 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Occasionally, a client's testimony in the hearing is substantially different 
than her/his telling of the facts in your office.  If your case is fact-intensive 
and you are concerned about this, you might wait and give your brief to the 
ALJ only after your client has completed all testimony and you know that 
your brief will not conflict with her/his testimony on legally significant 
facts.103 

 

a. Claimants' Rights at the Fair Hearing. 

At the hearing, the claimant is entitled to: free copies of all documents submitted; bring a 

friend, relative or legal representative to the hearing; present additional evidence and testimony 

at the hearing; bring witnesses to the hearing to testify; cross examine the county representative 

and any county witnesses; and make oral or written arguments.104  In addition, the claimant is 

entitled to examine all documents prior to and during the hearing.105 

                                                 
101 MPP § 22-049.12.  However, both the county and the claimant have a right to 

have someone present throughout the hearing, MPP § 22-049.13.  One court has held that this 
includes the District Attorney.  See Rauber v. Herman, 229 Cal.App.3d 942 (1991). 

102 MPP § 22-049.9.  Such postponements are for good cause and any aid paid 
pending will continue.  MPP § 22-049.91.  The ALJ has all powers conferred upon the director 
under Gov’t Code § 11180 et seq. 

103 Another way to deal with this is to avoid a long factual discussion in the brief and 
concentrate on the law. 

104 45 CFR 205.10(a)(13); MPP §§ 22-049. 
105 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(13)(i); MPP §§ 22-049.7, 22-049.81. 
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b. What Evidence May be Given at the Hearing? 

There are no strict rules of evidence and it is admissible if "it is the sort of evidence on 

which responsible persons are accustomed to rely in the conduct of serious affairs."106  Although 

the court rules of evidence do not apply, witnesses may claim privilege under the Evidence 

Code.107  The ALJ may also take "judicial notice" or "official notice" of technical matters of the 

administration of social services and facts and propositions that are not reasonably subject to 

dispute.108  Both the claimant and the county are allowed to present evidence for and an 

argument against the taking of official notice in a particular instance.109 

In representing a client, advocates submit all kinds of evidence, including testimony of 

others, written documents, pictures and statements taken from people who can't come to the 

hearing.  Evidence that might be excluded in a court of law – such as hearsay – can be admitted; 

it will receive less credence, however. 

If the evidence available at the hearing is inconclusive, the ALJ has the power to either 

continue the hearing at a later date or to hold the record open for submission of additional 

evidence.110   If additional evidence is submitted, the other party has an opportunity to respond 

and submit additional evidence to rebut.111  In practice, the ALJ will usually give both sides the 

time they think is fair.  However, evidence or communication sent to the ALJ after the hearing 

record is closed will only be included if the ALJ decides to reopen the record.112  The tape 

                                                 
106 MPP § 22-050.2. 
107 MPP § 22-050.23. 
108 MPP § 22-050.4.  For example, an ALJ may take judicial notice that the day a 

person missed an appointment was a legal holiday.  See also Evid. Code §§ 451 – 452 (judicial 
notice). 

109 MPP § 22-050.44. 
110 MPP § 22-053.2.  If you prepare a brief, submit it as part of the record.  

Sometimes ALJs will hold a record open to submit a brief, but it is better practice to come in 
with it. 

111 MPP § 22-049.78. 
112 MPP § 22-059. 
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recording of the hearing and the documents submitted as evidence at the hearing are the 

exclusive record of the administrative hearing.113  Copies are available for up to three years after 

the final decision is issued.114 

c. Interpreters at the Hearing. 

Claimants who are not fluent in English have a right to have a state interpreter at their 

hearings at no cost to the claimant.115  The hearing request form has a space for requesting an 

interpreter.116  Ordinarily only DSS certified interpreters are used.  However, if an uncertified 

interpreter is used, the ALJ must determine that the interpreter is competent and unbiased before 

proceeding.117  Friends, relatives, authorized representatives and county employees may be 

disqualified for being biased or having the appearance of being biased.118 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Bring along your own interpreter or send a bilingual representative to make 
sure the official interpreter does a good job. 

 

d. Orders Issued at the Hearing. 

Except for aid paid pending, there are no orders issued at the hearing.  Any orders are 

contained in the hearing decision, which is mailed to both parties four to six weeks after the 

                                                 
113 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(14); MPP § 22-064.1. 
114 MPP § 22-064.1. 
115 MPP § 22-049.6. 
116 MPP § 22-004.211. 
117 MPP § 22-049.6. 
118 MPP § 22-049.612. 
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hearing.119  In any case, the hearing decision must be issued within 90 days of the hearing 

request unless the claimant waives the time restriction.120 

e. Disqualification of the ALJ. 

An ALJ who feels s/he cannot provide a fair and impartial hearing may voluntarily 

disqualify herself/himself.121  Either the county or the claimant may request disqualification of 

the ALJ at the hearing.122  If the ALJ is disqualified, then the hearing is postponed and aid paid 

pending continues.123  Requests for disqualification made after the hearing and decision must be 

in the form of a request for rehearing.124 

f. Failure to Appear. 

If a claimant fails to appear at a scheduled hearing, without first postponing it, the 

hearing is considered abandoned.125  However, s/he has 15 calendar days within which to contact 

the state and ask that the dismissal be set aside and the hearing be rescheduled.126  The claimant 

must have good cause for failing to appear.127  Aid paid pending ceases with the dismissal.128  

However, if the dismissal is set aside, aid paid pending is reinstated.129 

                                                 
119 MPP §§ 22-061.1 - .3, 22-063.1, 22-063.21. 
120 MPP § 22-060.1  Note that the deadline in a "Food Stamps only" case is 60 days.  

MPP § 22-060.12.  CalWORKs, Medi-Cal, IHSS and combined CalWORKs/Food Stamp cases 
have a 90-day deadline.  MPP§ 22-060.121. 

121 MPP § 22-055.1. 
122 MPP § 22-055.2. 
123 MPP § 22-055.3. 
124 MPP §§ 22-055, 22-061. 
125 MPP § 22-054.221. 
126 MPP § 22-054.222. 
127 MPP § 22-054.222. 
128 MPP § 22-072.61. 
129 MPP §§ 22-054.222(b), 22-072.611. 
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If the claimant does not request that the dismissal be set aside, s/he still has a right to a 

new hearing request on the same issue if the request is filed within 90 days of the county 

action.130  However aid paid pending will not be granted on re-filing.131 

3. Disposing of Hearing Requests/Follow Through. 

All hearing requests must be disposed of within 90 days of the filing of the request.132  

There are four ways to dispose of a hearing request:  1) by issuing a hearing decision; 2) by 

written dismissal; 3) by withdrawal of the request by the claimant; or 4) by conditional 

withdrawal of the request signed by both the claimant and the county. 

a. Hearing Decision. 

After the hearing, the ALJ writes a decision that includes a statement of the facts, the 

relevant regulations and the reasoning behind the decision.133  The ALJ submits a proposed 

decision to the DSS Director who may either approve the decision, write an alternate decision or 

order a further hearing, usually with a new ALJ.134  If the director fails to act within 30 days, the 

proposed decision is deemed adopted.135  ALJ's have the power to render final decisions in most 

cases.136  A copy of the decision is sent to both the county and the claimant.137  The authorized 

                                                 
130 MPP § 22-009.1. 
131 Aid paid pending is available when the claimant files a request for a fair hearing 

before the proposed date of the action.  MPP § 22-072.5.  Presumably, by the time a person fails 
to appear for a scheduled hearing and re-files for a new hearing, the proposed date of the action 
has lapsed. 

132 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(16); MPP § 22-060.1.  If a favorable decision is late, the 
claimant is entitled to monetary penalties from DSS.  See Section D.3.a.ii. below. 

133 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(15); WIC § 10958; MPP § 22-062.3. 
134 WIC § 10959; MPP § 22-062.1.  See Section D.3.a.ii. below regarding penalties 

for late decisions. 
135 MPP § 22-062.2. 
136 WIC § 10966; MPP § 22-061.4. 
137 MPP §§ 22-063.1, 22-063.21. 
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representative will be sent a copy, but will typically have to ask for one ahead of time.138  If the 

director writes an alternate decision, both the ALJ's proposed decision and the director's alternate 

decision are sent.139  The decision also includes information on requesting rehearing and judicial 

review.140  The record from the hearing is available for review at the state hearings office for 

three years after the hearing.141  State hearing decisions, with confidential information blacked 

out, are also available to the public.142  See Chapter XIV (“Going to Court”) for what to do after 

an unsuccessful hearing. 

i. Requests for Rehearing. 

If the claimant is not satisfied with the decision and feels the ALJ failed to follow the 

law, ignored crucial facts, or if you have new evidence, s/he may request a rehearing within 30 

days of the receipt of the decision.143  The state has 35 working days to either grant or deny the 

request.144  The request may be for a new hearing, the submission of new evidence or a new 

decision on the record.145  The regulations provide that no request for rehearing is allowed after 

the new rehearing decision is issued.146  Any further appeal must be by filing a writ in the 

superior court.147 

                                                 
138 MPP §§ 22-085.3 - .4. 
139 MPP § 22-063.2. 
140 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(17); MPP § 22-063.11. 
141 MPP § 22-064.1. 
142 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(19); WIC § 10964. 
143 WIC § 10960(a). 
144 WIC § 10960(a). 
145 MPP § 22-065. 
146 WIC § 10960; MPP § 22-065.6.  While MPP § 22-065.6 does not allow for 

another request for reconsideration after the issuance of a new rehearing decision, WIC § 10960 
does not expressly prohibit a second request for reconsideration after the issuance of a new 
rehearing decision. 

147 WIC § 10962.  See Chapter XIV on Writs. 
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ii. Fines For Late Hearing Decisions. 

A hearing decision must be issued within 90 days of the initial request.148  Because of 

their workload, ALJs sometimes miss this deadline.  When they miss it and the decision is 

favorable, the claimant is entitled to a monetary fine for each month, or fifteen-day period 

thereof, that the decision is late.149  The fines vary but typically range from $30 per day (for 

CalWORKs cases) to $100 per day (for Food Stamps and Medi-Cal).150  The claimant should 

automatically get a check from the State DSS with the decision or soon thereafter.  No action is 

required by the claimant.151  The payment is excluded from consideration as income or as a 

resource.152 

iii. Enforcing a Favorable Hearing Decision. 

Immediately after receiving a decision, the county must initiate action to comply with it, 

even if a rehearing has been requested.153  Within 30 days of receiving a decision that is wholly 

or partially in favor of the claimant, the county must submit a compliance report to the 

Administrative Adjudications Division that details the specific actions being taken to comply  

with the decision.154  If the DSS is satisfied that the compliance is appropriate, a notice will be 

sent to the claimant stating that the compliance has been approved.155  If the DSS determines that 

the county’s compliance is not appropriate, the claimant will receive a copy of a notice sent to 

                                                 
148 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(16); MPP § 22-060.1. 
149 These fines are a result of two lawsuits called King v. Woods, 144 Cal.App.3d 571 

(1983) and Ball v. Swoap (unreported; on file with Western Center). 
150 WCLP sometimes reports the amount of the fines in our Task Force mailings.  

See Chapter I for information on these mailings. 
151 Individuals who may be owed fines should contact the regional presiding judge to 

file an inquiry.  Contact Western Center if you have this issue. 
152 See King v. Woods, 144 Cal.App.3d at 581.  See also Chapter III for more on 

income and resources. 
153 MPP § 22-078.1. 
154 MPP § 22-078.2. 
155 MPP § 22-078.61. 
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the county that has the DSS’s instructions to the county regarding what steps must be taken to 

ensure proper compliance with the decision.156 

If a claimant is not satisfied with the county’s compliance with the decision, then s/he 

may contact the DSS either orally or in writing, and the DSS shall “take appropriate action to 

ensure compliance” with the hearing decision.157 

Note that while the claimant may not request a hearing based solely on an allegation that 

the county has failed to comply with a previously adopted state hearing decision,158 s/he may 

request a hearing to challenge compliance related issues, which are issues that were not resolved 

in the prior state hearing decision or resulted from the prior hearing decision requiring the county 

to make further determinations.159 

b. Dismissal of Fair Hearings. 

A hearing request can be dismissed after a hearing has been scheduled, for the following 

reasons:  (1) the claimant unconditionally withdraws the hearing request; (2) the claimant fails to 

appear at the hearing or establish good cause for failing to appear within 10 days of the hearing; 

(3) the hearing request is untimely; (4) a hearing has already been held on the exact same issue; 

(5) the only issue concerns a change in state or federal law requiring automatic grant adjustments 

for classes of claimants; (6) the claimant abandons the claim; or (7) the issue is one of 

compliance with a previous state hearing decision.160  Written notice of dismissal is sent to the 

claimant.161 

In addition, a hearing request can be dismissed without scheduling a hearing if the issue 

is a grant amount change mandated by state or federal law, or jurisdiction or standing are 

                                                 
156 MPP § 22-078.62. 
157 MPP §§ 22-078.3 - .4. 
158 MPP § 22-078.31. 
159 MPP §§ 22-078.5, 22-001(c)(3). 
160 45 CFR § 205.10(a)(5)(v); MPP §§ 22-054.1 - .3. 
161 MPP § 22-054.3. 
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lacking.162  In such cases, notice of proposed dismissal is sent to the claimant who has 15 days to 

respond with the reasons the hearing should not be dismissed.163 

c. Withdrawal of the Hearing Request. 

A claimant may withdraw a hearing request at any time before a hearing decision is 

issued.164  Unconditional withdrawals happen when a claimant no longer wants to proceed with 

the hearing for any reason.  In this case, the county does not have to agree to do anything to 

resolve the hearing issue in order for the claimant to sign the withdrawal form.  If the county has 

agreed to do something to resolve the issue at hearing, the claimant should sign a conditional 

withdrawal instead of an unconditional withdrawal.165  A verbal withdrawal, if unconditional, 

requires the Department to send a letter that acts as a written withdrawal.166  An unconditional 

withdrawal in writing is handled as a dismissal.167  If the claimant changes her/his mind, s/he 

may request a new hearing on the same issue.168  However, the new hearing request must be 

within 90 days of the original notice being appealed.169 

d. Conditional Withdrawals. 

Conditional withdrawals are extremely common because they are used when the county 

and the claimant reach a settlement prior to the hearing.  This usually occurs when the county 

admits it has made a mistake and needs to take corrective action, or when the county agrees to 

review the action if the claimant provides additional evidence or cooperates in some other 

                                                 
162 MPP §§ 22-054.4, 22-003.12, 22-054.31. 
163 MPP § 22-054.41. 
164 MPP § 22-054.211. 
165 See Section D.3.d below. 
166 MPP § 22-054.211(a).  The request for hearing shall be considered withdrawn 

unless within 15 days of the mailing the Department receives oral or written notice that the 
claimant has not withdrawn the request for hearing.  MPP § 22-054.211(a). 

167 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(2). 
168 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(2)(A). 
169 MPP §§ 22-009, 22-054.211(b)(2)(A). 
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manner.170  Counties and claimants have a lot of latitude in setting the conditions of a conditional 

withdrawal.  The conditions agreed to are binding on both the county and the claimant.171 

Both the county and the claimant have 30 days to fulfill the conditions agreed to in the 

conditional withdrawal.172  The county is required to send a new NOA after fulfilling the agreed-

upon conditions.173  The claimant may appeal this new notice.174  If no new notice is sent, or the 

county fails to take any action, the request for hearing may be reopened.175 

In negotiating conditional withdrawals, advocates should try to resolve as many issues as 

fully as possible and insist on specific conditions. 

 

EXAMPLE 

Martha requests a hearing based on a discontinuance for non-receipt of a 
quarterly reporting form.  Martha says she hand-delivered it to the worker.  
There is no quarterly reporting form in the file, but there is a note in the file 
that Martha was in the office to deliver a quarterly reporting form.  The 
county agrees that the QR-7 was probably misplaced by the worker and that 
it has a weak case for hearing as the proper quarterly report procedures were 
not followed.176  Martha’s advocate should insist on a conditional withdrawal 
that rescinds the termination.  If possible, a new QR-7 should be submitted to 
the county before the conditional withdrawal is signed to avoid having any 
conditions that Martha must fulfill. 

 

                                                 
170 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(3). 
171 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(3)(B). 
172 MPP § 22-071.15. 
173 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(3). 
174 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(3)(C). 
175 MPP §§ 22-054.211(b)(3)(C), 22-009.11. 
176 See Chapter IX for more on quarterly reporting requirements. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

An advocate should not accept a conditional withdrawal that says the county 
will simply reconsider the termination, or review the case. 

 

In deciding whether to conditionally withdraw a hearing request, or to go forward with 

the hearing, one needs to consider the time frames for each.  A hearing decision is due 90 days 

after the hearing request is filed.  If the decision is favorable to the claimant, the county has 

another 30 days to carry out the decision.177  On the other hand, a conditional withdrawal should 

be implemented within 30 days of being signed.178  However, if it is necessary to reopen the 

hearing request after signing the conditional withdrawal, the deadline for issuing a hearing 

decision is 90 days from the date of reopening.179  How faithful counties are in carrying out 

conditional withdrawals varies.  Generally speaking, a conditional withdrawal may result in a 

faster resolution than going to hearing. 

E. Civil Rights Complaints.180 

Discrimination by county, state or federal officials against applicants or recipients of 

CalWORKs benefits on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin (including language 

access), ancestry, handicap or other arbitrary basis is prohibited by federal and state law.181  Civil 

                                                 
177 WIC § 10963; MPP § 22-078.2. 
178 MPP § 22-054.211(b)(3)(B). 
179 MPP § 22-060.11.  In some counties, like Los Angeles, if you go to a hearing on a 

non-compliance issue ALJs will have the two sides enter into a stipulated hearing decision 
setting out the county action to be taken.  In this case, the 30 days to comply starts from the day 
of the stipulated decision. 

180 MPP § 21-203.  Contact Western Center to discuss the civil rights complaint 
process in more detail. 

181 42 USC §§ 2000d, 12132 et seq.; 29 USC § 794(a); 28 CFR §§ 35.140, 
42.104(b)(2); 45 CFR §§ 84.1 et seq.; 65 Fed. Reg. 50,121 (2000) (Executive Order 13,166 “to 
improve access . . . for persons who as a result of national origin, are limited in their English 
proficiency”); 68 Fed. Reg. 47,311 (2003) (HHSA guidance regarding treatment of individuals 
with limited English proficiency); Gov’t Code § 11135; MPP §§ 21-100 et seq. 
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rights violations include such actions as failure to provide accommodations for a disability or to 

provide an interpreter to an individual who does not speak English.182 

Civil rights complaints against the county may be filed with the county welfare 

department, civil rights representative.183  The county welfare department will make a decision 

on the case.  Appeals of any decisions may be made to the Department of Social Services 

according to the hearing processes outlined above.184 

Civil rights complaints against the state may be filed with DSS.185  The address is: 

   Civil Rights Bureau 
   P.O. Box 944243, MS 15-70 
   Sacramento, CA 94244-2430 
   e-mail: crb@dss.ca.gov 
 
Any decision of the DSS may be appealed to the Office of Civil Rights, US Department of 

Health and Human Services in San Francisco (see address below). 

Civil rights complaints can also be filed directly with the federal government.186  The 

address is: 

   Office for Civil Rights 
   U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
   90 7th Street, Suite 4-100 
   San Francisco, CA 94103 
 

                                                 
182 65 Fed. Reg. 50,121 (2000), 68 Fed. Reg. 47,311 (2003); MPP §§ 21-100 et seq. 
183 MPP §§ 21-203 et seq. 
184 MPP § 21-203.1. 
185 MPP §§ 21-100 et seq.  DSS civil rights complaint form available at 

http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/Forms/English/GEN1179.pdf. 
186 HHSA civil rights complaint form available at 

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/discrimhowtofile.doc. 
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Chapter XIV: Going to Court:  Section 1094.5 And 1085 Welfare Writs  
 

A. Litigating the Individual Claim: Section 1094.5 Writs. 

If you are unsuccessful in the administrative process, the next step is to decide whether to 

challenge in court the ruling by DSS’s director.  You should determine whether your sole goal is 

to secure benefits for your individual client, or whether there might be important legal issues 

affecting other clients as well.  If the only goal is individual relief for the client, your remedy is 

an administrative writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 1094.5 and WIC 

§ 10962.1 

1. Filing the Petition. 

a. Demand Letter. 

Write a demand letter threatening to sue if the director’s decision is not overturned.  Even 

though the director theoretically already knows about your client’s problem (having ruled against 

her), one part of DSS often is unaware of what another part is doing.  A demand letter may 

actually get your client relief.  And, if you or your program is entitled to seek attorneys’ fees,2 a 

demand letter will be at least helpful and perhaps necessary for eventual recovery.3 

 

                                                 
1 For a good general discussion of § 1094.5 writs, see California Continuing 

Education of the Bar, California Administrative Mandamus (3d ed. Mar. 2006). 
2 Programs funded by the federal Legal Services Corporation are prohibited from 

seeking attorneys’ fees in most cases.  45 CFR § 1642.3.  Any discussion of fees here applies to 
private attorneys and attorneys working for non-LSC-funded programs. 

3 In Graham v. Daimler-Chrysler, 34 Cal.4th 553, 577 (2004), the Court held that 
for attorneys’ fees to be awarded under a “catalyst theory,” i.e., the lawsuit prompted the 
defendant to change its actions without a court order, a plaintiff “must first reasonably attempt to 
settle the matter short of litigation.”  The courts have not decided whether an administrative 
hearing qualifies as such an attempt. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

Some advocates find that DSS will settle quickly if you send a draft brief and 
petition to the Attorney General’s office.  Others note that this might not be 
the most cost-effective way of achieving results:  you might not need a 
whole brief to get DSS to change its mind.  Moreover, if you settle before 
filing suit at all, you probably will end up waiving attorneys' fees. 

 

b. Statute of Limitations. 

A petition seeking to overturn the director’s decision must be filed ”within one year after 

receiving notice of the director’s final decision.”4  To avoid having to prove when your client 

received notice of the director’s decision, which may be difficult, you should try to file within 

one year of the decision itself.5  Arguably, if you had petitioned the director for rehearing, a 

decision to deny rehearing could be deemed the “final decision,” but a safer practice would be to 

file within one year of the director's initial decision. 

c. Elements of the Petition.6 

A petition under WIC § 10962 is relatively straightforward and rarely should be lengthy.  

You need to allege: 

1. Who the parties are.  Your client is the petitioner and the “director shall be the 

sole respondent.”7  There are no other real parties in interest. 

2. The substantive facts:  what the county or state did to your client to get her 

involved in the administrative process. 

3. The procedural facts:  what the administrative law judge ruled, what the director 

ruled, etc.  Attach copies of any written rulings, but no other attachments are 

necessary. 

                                                 
4 WIC § 10962. 
5 The date of the decision is found on the last page of the decision. 
6 Sample petitions are available from the Western Center. 
7 WIC § 10962. 
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4. That the petition is brought under Code of Civil Procedure section 1094.5 and 

WIC § 10962, which provides that no filing fee shall be required.  This means 

you don’t have to apply for permission to proceed in forma pauperis before you 

file the petition.  You may need to make an application, however, if you 

anticipate further court costs. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Whoever files the petition should take along a copy of WIC § 10962 to show 
to the filing window clerk. 

 

5. that respondent prejudicially abused her discretion as described in the following 

paragraphs.  In other words, state why the director's decision was wrong. 

6. that petitioner is beneficially interested in the outcome of the proceeding and that 

there are no adequate alternative remedies at law. 

7. that petitioner has exhausted all administrative remedies.8 

 

In your prayer for relief, you should ask for:  

1. a stay of enforcement of the director’s decision if, as in an overpayment case, the 

client needs one. 

2. an alternative writ of mandate commanding the director to set aside the decision 

or to show cause why not.  You do not need this if you are certain that you want 

to proceed by noticed motion. 

3. a peremptory writ requiring respondent to set aside the decision. 

4. prejudgment interest, if applicable. 

5. costs of suit, including attorneys’ fees.  If an LSC-funded program is co-

counseling with attorney counsel, the prayer should specify that fees are payable 

to the non-LSC program or private attorney. 

                                                 
8 WIC § 10962. 
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The petition must be verified.9  Usually, the client herself has to sign the verification, but 

the attorney may sign if the client is not in the same county as the attorney or the facts are within 

the attorney’s knowledge.10 

d. Where to File. 

The suit must be filed in superior court.  While the suit usually will be filed in the county 

where your client lives, in some cases there may be a strategic advantage to filing in a different 

county.  If so, venue may become an issue.  Generally, suits against public officers must be filed 

in the county in which the cause  of action arose.11  This usually means venue lies in the county 

“in which the alleged injury occurs” rather than in the county where the laws at issue were 

enacted.12  To avoid transfer to the individual client’s county, the suit should focus more on 

statewide relief than on the individual petitioner.  Section 1094.5 claims should be combined 

with section 1085 claims, and should be preferably brought by individual or organizational 

petitioners residing in the desired forum county. 

e. Should the County be Named as a Respondent? 

A question often arises whether, in addition to the Director, the petition should name as 

respondent the county in which the client resides.  Generally, the answer is no, even where the 

suit focuses on the practices of that county.13  DSS is the single state agency responsible for 

implementing CalWORKs.14 

                                                 
9 Code Civ. Proc. § 1086. 
10 Code Civ. Proc. § 446(a). 
11 Code Civ. Proc.§ 393(b). 
12 Regents of University of California v. Superior Court, 3 Cal.3d 529, 542 (1970). 
13 WIC § 10962 (providing that the director is the sole respondent for section 1094.5 

claims). 
14 WIC § 10532 (providing that DSS and the counties implement the CalWORKs 

program). 
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f. Service of Petition. 

You need to serve the petition on the director just as you would serve a summons and 

complaint on any public entity: by peronally serving “the clerk, secretary, president, presiding 

officer, or other head of its governing body.”15  You need not prepare a summons unless you are 

combining the writ petition with a complaint for declaratory and injunctive relief. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

DSS is not difficult to serve.  The agency designates a person in its 
Sacramento office authorized to accept personal service of complaints and 
petitions. 

 

If you are seeking an alternative writ, you need to serve first and then attach a proof of 

service to your petition.16  If you do not seek an alternative writ, you may file the petition before 

serving it; in that case, “proof of service of a copy of the filed petition must be lodged with the 

court prior to a hearing or any action by the court.”17  Most local rules require reasonably prompt 

service. 

g. Obtaining the Record. 

It is essential to have a complete record because the court will decide your case solely on 

the evidence in the administrative record unless “there is relevant evidence which, in the exercise 

of reasonable diligence, could not have been produced or which was improperly excluded at the 

hearing before respondent.”18  Therefore, it is important to file a formal request for the director 

to prepare the administrative record and set a deadline for the preparation as soon as possible.  If 

the record includes material you are relying upon that you do not already have—such as a 

transcript of the administrative hearing—be sure to collect that information.   

                                                 
15 Code. Civ. Proc.§ 416.50. 
16 Code. Civ. Proc. § 1107. 
17 Code Civ. Proc. § 1088.5. 
18 Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.5(e). 
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In cases where the director’s decision was wrong on its face as a matter of law and 

adequately describes the facts, it may be possible to proceed without a full record.  (The law is 

not entirely clear on this point.)  Presenting the court with a complete administrative record 

certified by the director, however, is the best approach. 

h. Proceeding to Hearing by Noticed Motion. 

There are two ways to bring an administrative writ to hearing: by noticed motion or by 

alternative writ. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

Proceeding by noticed motion has major advantages over proceeding by 
alternative writ.  First, you save yourself at least one court appearance (an 
ex parte hearing on the alternative writ) and several pleadings, such as an 
ex parte application for an alternative writ, a proposed alternative writ, a 
declaration that you gave notice of your application, etc.  Second, when you 
proceed without an alternative writ, you need not serve the director before 
filing the petition and after obtaining the alternative writ.  Third, you 
eliminate the possibility (albeit a slim one) that a court may deny your writ 
summarily when you apply for an alternative writ.  Finally, some local rules 
expressly encourage the noticed motion procedure.   

 

The only advantage of proceeding by alternative writ is that theoretically you can get a 

quicker hearing on the merits; in some counties noticed motions for peremptory writs take 

months to be heard.  In practice, however, and no matter which way you proceed, the Attorney 

General’s office is likely to seek and obtain delay either to prepare the record or to respond to 

your papers.  Therefore, we recommend the noticed motion procedure and will limit our 

discussion to that procedure.19 

If you do proceed by noticed motion, you need to take the following steps: 

1. File the petition. 

2. Serve the petition. 
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3. Request the record. 

4. After you have the record and the Attorney General has responded,20 file a notice 

of motion and motion seeking a peremptory writ requiring the director to rescind 

the unfavorable decision and to issue a new decision in your client's favor.21  If 

applicable, ask for back benefits and pre-judgment interest.22 

 

5. File with the motion a memorandum of points and authorities.  This, of course, is 

your most important pleading; it should explain to the court the essential facts 

and persuade the court why your client should win. 

 

As is required in some courts,23 the memorandum should state the appropriate 

standard of review for the trial court’s determination of factual issues.  In welfare 

and Medi-Cal cases, the court must exercise its independent judgment in 

                                                                                                                                                       
19 For a discussion of alternative writ procedure and a checklist, see California 

Continuing Education of the Bar, California Administrative Mandamus §§ 9.2 to 9.11 (3d ed. 
Mar. 2006). 

20 If you are able to secure a copy of the administrative record and file it with the 
petition, the Attorney General must answer within 30 days of service of the petition.  Code Civ. 
Proc. §1089.5.  In the more typical case where the petitioner requests preparation of the record at 
the time she files the petition, an answer must be filed within 30 days of receipt of the record  
Code Civ. Proc. §1089.5. 

21 It may be possible to file the motion for peremptory writ before the Attorney 
General has responded, though the law is not entirely clear on this point. 

22 The California Supreme Court has held that a welfare litigant who prevails in an 
administrative mandate proceeding and recovers back benefits is entitled to pre-judgment interest 
on those benefits under section 3287 of the Civil Code.  Tripp v. Swoap, 17 Cal.3d 671, 681-83 
(1976).  The applicant or recipient is only entitled to pre-judgment interest in a lawsuit.  If she 
prevails at the administrative hearing level, the administrative law judge has no power to award 
pre-judgment interest.  Am. Fed. of Labor v. Unemployment Ins. Appeals Bd., (1996) (expressly 
disapproving Knight v. McMahon, 26 Cal.App.4th 747 (1994), which had permitted ALJs to 
award pre-judgment interest in welfare cases). 

23 See, e.g., L.A. Super. Ct. R. 9.31(i). 
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reviewing factual determinations.24  This means that the court must examine the 

entire record, reweigh the evidence, and make its own independent findings of 

fact.25  The independent review standard is applied to both recipients and 

applicants in welfare cases.26 

6. Lodge the administrative record (or make sure the Attorney General has done 

so). 

7. Make a request for a statement of decision before the hearing27 if there are likely 

to be disputed facts, you are not sure that you are going to win in the trial court, 

or you may want to appeal if you lose.  Otherwise, if you later appeal, the 

appellate courts will presume that all factual findings that could have been made 

against you were made against you.28 

8. Reply brief and oral argument same as with any other motion. 

 

2. Post-Hearing Proceedings. 

What happens next depends on whether you have won or lost in the trial court. 

a. Securing the Benefits of Victory. 

If you have won, you need to do the following: 

1. Prepare a Judgment Granting Peremptory Writ of Mandamus which 

                                                 
24 Frink v. Prod, 31 Cal.3d 166 (1982) (holding that independent judgment is 

required for both applicants and recipients in cases under former Aid to Totally Disabled 
program).; Cooper v. Kizer, 230 Cal.App.3d 1291, 1299 (1991) (same standard of review in 
Medi-Cal cases); Berlin v. McMahon, 26 Cal.App.4th 66, 72 (1994) (independent judgment 
applied to review reduction in AFDC benefits). 

25 Harlow v. Carleson, 16 Cal.3d 731, 735 (1976). 
26 Frink v. Prod, 31 Cal.3d 166. 
27 Code of Civil Procedure Section 632 requires that if a trial takes less than a day to 

complete a request for statement of decision “must be made prior to the submission of the matter 
for decision.” 

28 Michael U. v. Jamie B., 39 Cal.3d 787, 792-93 (1985). 
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a. Orders that a writ be granted commanding respondent to set aside her 

decision and specifying whatever other relief you have won. 

b. Awards costs, if there are any. 

c. Awards attorneys’ fees in an amount to be determined. 

2. Prepare a Peremptory Writ of Mandamus for the court to sign ordering the 

director to do whatever is required by the judgment. 

3. Prepare a notice of entry of judgment, which is useful if you think the state might 

appeal.  Under Rule 8.104(a) of the California Rules of Court, a party must 

appeal within 60 days of notice of entry of judgment. 

4. Negotiate with the Attorney General over the amount of the fees; if unsuccessful, 

file a motion for fees.  Under Rule 3.1702(b)–(d) of the California Rules of 

Court, a fee motion must be brought within the time for filing a notice of appeal, 

i.e., 60 days from notice of entry of judgment, though you can usually obtain a 

postponement of the deadline. 

 

Fee awards to prevailing petitioners are mandatory under WIC § 10962.  Other fee 

shifting statutes to consider are the private attorney general statute—Code of Civil Procedure 

§ 1021.5—and 42 USC § 1988, which awards fees for vindicating federal rights. 

As for the appropriate amount, don’t sell yourself and your program short.  The program 

is entitled to market rates for your time.29   Market rates can be determined by rates awarded in 

other cases or by surveys. 

 

                                                 
29 Serrano v. Unruh, 32 Cal.3d 621, 640-44 (1982). 
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PRACTICE TIP 

Good record keeping is essential.  You need to keep track of your time not 
just for the lawsuit itself but also for pre-litigation activities, including the 
administrative process.  Good record keeping means recording the date 
worked on the case, precisely what you did, and the amount of time it took 
(preferably broken down by tenth hours).  Paralegal and law clerk time as 
well as attorney time is compensable. 

 

b. Appealing From An Adverse Judgment. 

If you have lost, you need to decide whether to appeal. 

 

PRACTICE TIP 

If you lost on a factual issue, probably you should not appeal.  Unlike the 
trial court, the appellate courts will not exercise independent judgment on 
factual questions.  The question on appeal will be whether there is substantial 
evidence in the record to support the trial court's decision, and  there almost 
always is.  If you lost on a legal issue, your chances are much better; 
nonetheless, you need to make a new assessment on how strong your 
position is, and how willing you are to risk making bad law. 

 

If you do decide to appeal, consult Rules 8.1 to 8.1125 of the California Rules of Court and 

either the CEB or Rutter Group practice books on civil appeals.  Briefly, you need to: 

1. File a notice of appeal in the Superior Court from the judgment denying the writ 

of mandate within 60 days of notice of entry of judgment.  Remember, appeal 

from the judgment, not the earlier minute order or ruling from the bench.  At the 

time of filing notice of appeal, either pay the filing fee or obtain a fee waiver on 

ground of indigency.30 

2. Within 10 days of filing the notice of appeal, file in the Superior Court a notice to 

prepare the Reporter’s Transcript.31 

                                                 
30 Cal. R. Ct. 8.100(b)–(d). 
31 Cal. R. Ct. 8.130(a). 
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3. Within the same time period, file either a notice to prepare the Clerk’s 

Transcript32 or a notice of election to proceed by way of Appellant’s Appendix or 

Joint Appendix in lieu of a Clerk’s Transcript.33 

 

B. Framing the Impact Suit: Section 1085 Writs. 

You may decide that it is important to litigate the issue involved not only for the 

individual client, but for the benefit of other clients as well.  Obtaining a section 1094.5 writ 

alone, however, will almost certainly not benefit anybody but the individual client.  Except in the 

rare instance where you secure a published appellate opinion, DSS will not change its policy 

solely because it lost an administrate writ. 

If you want to eliminate the illegal DSS policy itself, you need to seek a writ of mandate 

pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1085.34  To obtain relief under section 1085,35 you 

must allege: 

1. Your client is beneficially interested in the outcome.  The scope of standing 

under section 1085 is very broad.  “Where the question is one of public right and 

the object of the mandamus is to procure the enforcement of a public duty, the 

[petitioner] need not show that he has any legal or special interest in the result, 

since it is sufficient that he is interested as a citizen in having the laws executed 

                                                 
32 Cal. R. Ct. 8.120A, 8.122. 
33 Cal. R. Ct. 8.124. 
34 Whether to file a section 1085 writ, a class action suit for injunctive and 

declaratory relief, a taxpayer suit or some combination of the above involves a number of 
strategic questions such as whether retroactive benefits are important and, in some courts, which 
judge you would like to draw.  A more comprehensive discussion of the choices legal services 
attorneys need to make in impact suits is available from Richard Rothschild at the Western 
Center, rrothschild@wclp.org. 

35 A section 1085 writ of mandate in a welfare case is subject to the three year 
statute of limitation governing actions to enforce “a liability created by statute."  Code Civ. Proc. 
§ 338(l); Green v. Obledo, 29 Cal.3d 126, 141, n.10 (1981). 
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and the duty in question enforced.”36  Thus, your client has standing to challenge 

an illegal policy even if the suit becomes moot for her or even if she challenges a 

portion of the policy that does not apply to her.37 

2. Respondent, the director of DSS, has a ministerial duty to follow the law, and is 

breaking it. 

3. There are no plain, speedy, and adequate alternative remedies at law. 

 

If your program is permitted to do so, there may be advantages to filing the suit as a class 

action.  If you do not seek class relief and your legal theories are plausible, chances are very 

good that DSS will make a formal offer to your client to settle her individual section 1094.5 

claim if she drops her section 1085 claim.  If the client accepts, you will have spent significant 

resources for a limited gain.  In a class action, on the other hand, the named plaintiff “assumes a 

fiduciary obligation to the members of the class . . . [and] surrender[s] any right to compromise 

the group action in return for an individual gain.”38  Settlement must also be approved by the 

court.39  In addition, filing a class action is the only proven effective way of obtaining retroactive 

benefits for a large number of persons. 

LSC-funded programs, however, are prohibited from filing class actions.40  If you work 

for such a program, preventing claims from becoming moot in a section 1085 writ requires 

                                                 
36 Green v. Obledo, 29 Cal.3d 126, 144 (1981). 
37 A previously favorite approach for legal services attorneys, filing a taxpayer 

action under section 526a of the Code of Civil Procedure, is no longer so advantageous. The 
Court of Appeal held in Torres v. City of Yorba Linda, 13 Cal.App.4th 1035, 1047 (1993) that a 
person does not obtain taxpayer standing by paying a sales tax.  But see Tobe v. City of Santa 
Ana, 9 Cal.4th 1069, 1086 (1985) (holding that homeless plaintiffs had taxpayer standing to 
challenge a city’s anti-camping ordinance). 

38 La Sala v. American Sav. & Loan Assn., 5 Cal.3d 864, 871 (1971). 
39 See Dunk v. Ford Motor Co., 48 Cal.App.4th 1794, 1800-01 (1996); Cal. R. Ct. 

3.769(a).  You should explain all this to the client before you file a class action. 
40 45 CFR § 1617.3. 
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careful client selection and discussions with the client.  Suing on behalf of an organization or a 

large number of individual clients might be a solution. 

Though, as stated above, class actions are the only proven vehicle for recovering 

retroactive benefits, no statute or case law expressly prohibits such back-benefit awards in non-

class actions.  In at least one welfare case, the California Supreme Court, without discussion, 

ordered the Director “to reinstate, with retroactive benefits, all prior recipients of aid improperly 

terminated” even though the suit was not a class action.41  Similarly, in a Medi-Cal case that was 

not brought as a class action, the Court of Appeal affirmed an order requiring reimbursement of 

expenses paid by Medi-Cal recipients statewide back to the filing of the complaint.42 

Once you file a section 1085 suit, the state is required to answer or demur within 30 days 

of service if no alternative writ is sought.43  One advantage of a section 1085 suit is the ability to 

bring the case to conclusion without trial by filing a noticed motion for a peremptory writ as you 

would with a Section 1094.5 writ.  While this option does not provide as quick relief as does a 

preliminary injunction, it is less burdensome than bringing a summary judgment motion, and 

certainly quicker than going to trial. 

                                                 
41 County of Alameda v. Carleson, 5 Cal.3d 730, 749-50 (1971).  However, in 

Jordan v. Department of Motor Vehicles, 75 Cal.App.4th 449, 466-68 (1999), the Court of 
Appeal held that in a suit that was not filed as a class action, a trial court lacked power to order 
refunds to all persons who had been forced to pay an illegal tax.  The appeals court relied in part 
on factors peculiar to tax law, but also in part on the principle that “a judgment may not be 
entered either for or against one who is not a party to an action or proceeding.”  Jordan at 346 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

42 Conlan v. Shewry, 131 Cal.App.4th 1354, 1377-79 (2005). 
43 Code Civ. Proc. § 1089.5. 




































































































































































